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Xbt Patin/cab Ettening sun.
•
VOL. XXIII NO 115 PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNZS DAY. EVENING. MAY 13. 1908 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
RAFFLES HAS A President and Governors Confer LIEUT. GOY. COX !FEDERAL JURY AWARDS $35,000 DAMAGES
NARROW ESCAPE About Preservation of the Natural AND COUNTY JUDGE TO ROBERT HOLLO WELL AGAINST MEN AL=
FROM CAPTURE Resources of Nation at Capital DIFFER OF POINT LEGED TO HAVE WHIPPED HIM MAY 2, 1907
Young Lady Approaches Him Co operation of State and Fed.
at _Third aud Broadway eral Government to Prevent
But Itetm Excited.
Visited Postoffie" Also a Car-
nival Nisitor.
HIltk 14/11• el\ FIND hiM
‘1. !Wee III Find itraffies today.
Mr. RAM ill • 1.0 %le nett
drug •tort• twine...ft Ito, hour. 1.12 mud
I I.. Iti fit25 reesrd it milturr•I In
the. +Ion.
It,. nevi' :1 end 5 Raffles u Ill Isit
lie ttttt •I•erger of (.1ual1t). $136
If catgut-ell in till. ..•••••,,
•
weer, to, Fond Refilte Tharlidse•
Reales is iii reit (mthee's dry goods
More lerlIteill 3 mad p. ii..Cassell
lain In this More aad get $15is nestani.
lietwere I sad it Raines eel kit
ielbert'm drag goer. If cepturel in
'store - 4111M elites reward, making
a total oaf nitze reward.
Waste of Wealth of Country
and to Utilize Idle Energies.,
Washington, May I3.-With all but
eiget governors present anti matry fed-
eral °Metals, scientists aud citizens.
the conference for the conservation of
natural resourees began today.
The president greeted (be visitors
shorn he had invited into the east
rooni of the white house.- Bryan and
Hugh.. wearied seats together in the
front row. The marine hand leafed.
The Rev. Edward Everett Hale pro-
flouneed the invocation. Teen Roose-
kelt spoke. Ile added to his epeech
by saying If congresos does not per-
petrate the inland waterways commke
!sten, by graciou., I'll do it myself."
President Roosevelt's said:
',
Governors of the Several States. and
Gentlemen -
!great fundamental sources of wealth
of this -nation. So Vital 1s this quee.I civilizstion. on the banks of the Nile
Mr. ha," 4.-̂ 4111411 i" 1,4". The eon, that for the first time In our land the Euphrates. the industrial
alyeerlotaa Mr. Halles one at their ewer.7 the chief executive Milkers of Prog
ress of the world has gone on
•41014. rail either 'shear NI.. Jere. 
•
ithe agates •separately. and of the 51owly, with occasional setbaeks, but
-.
Mr Relies will patronize %%Alpena
sea fountain between the hours of
p---d-1121-reltrard if rept-
teed in store
Raffles will visit larey's peel room
1.1turen thr hours of h and 1 1 P tn.
8125 reward if raptured its PIOT°
Keep a koketot for Ruffles- run-
ateeit Ford automobile every day this
week
Raffles has photos at eteleaskieres,
(hr tele In town
variety of the needs of the average
men, there ceenta a steadily !omits-,Former Gets Letter Telling oftag &Crowd of the amount demanded
by this average man from the actual' Reign of Terror, Judge Hears
resources of the country. Yet, rather
curiously, at the same time the aver-, Nothing of
age man is apt to lose his realizationi
of this dependence upon nature.
"Savages, and very primitive pp. /
pies generally, concern themselves More Arrests Are Made in
only with superfl.cial natural re-
sources; with those which they obtain Trigg County.
from the actual surface of the grouni
As peoples become a little less primes
tire. their Industries. although In a 
FOR WHIPPING VW° CITIZENS - 
rude manner, are extended to re-
sources below the surface;, then. with EIGHTEEN DEAD'what we call civilisation 'and the ex-
tension of tnowledge. more resources Frankfort. Ky._ May 13. (Special )
come into use. Industries are multi- . L
plied, and foresight begins to become 
ieutenant Governor Cox mos KILLED BY STORM!scores of letters are remised, telling
a necessary and prominent factor in of a reign of terror in Bracken coon-
life. Crops are cultivated: animals ty. men aeo whipped every- might and
are domesticated; and metals are semen and children are in danger.
mastered.
"Every step of the .progress of County Judge Surprised.
mankind is marked by the discovery .Louitiville, Ky., May 13. (Special.)
and use of natural resources prey' -.in a long distance telephone inter-
ously unused. Without such pro- •Iew. Judge Bratford. of Bracken
dessive knowledge and utilization of county, denied the s4oriea of disorder.
Tidal Wave Kills Ten Thousand.
-7- -------
The Waterloos Mr. Ralles, of the
Eves tn g Sun came eery wear being
raptured yeeteedae. Per the first
time sine. his stay in Packet* he was
approicired by a young lady, wbo. If
sbe had appmected him in the right
way, would have raptured hem and
get (hr reward Hut, in her nervous-
r••`1,, rise did not go at it right. As
has been published is The Sun Slave
Mr itaMe.hia Nem in the ell). the
way to capture him is sa follows:
Approach him and say. "Ynoi are the
My stet-tons Mr. Reese of The leniti-
••••h Sen." and at the same time phew
him the latest elope of The Sun. and
If yet& have mowed correctly the re-
ward will be geen. This is the cow-
"I welcome you to this conference netural resources population could
at tee white house. You have come not grow, nor industries multiply,
hither at my resteest so that we may nor the hidden wealth of the earth
join_eg_ether Ateeensider the questien be developed for the benefit of man-
of the conservation and use ortVe lend
"From the ark beginnings of
Oates together forming the nation, on the whole steadily, through tens
have met to consider it 1of centuries to the present day. But
I "With the governors come mealof laW the rapidity of 'the process has
from mit state chosen for-intr 1•Wtiwilwist4-411-41""es-'711-4°124-
Iris! acquaintance with the terms of space hag bees actually covered der-
the problem that is before us. AmonglIDE the century and a quarter mem-
them are experts in natural resources Pied hy.our national life than during
!and representatives; of national or_ the preceding six thousand 
years that
, lake. um back to the earliest menu-ganizations coneerned in-the develop.
ment and use of these resources; the ments Of Egypt, 
to the'earliest cities
'senators and representatives in eon- of lbw Babylonian plain.
'grew tbe supreme cone, the tithe "Wh
en the founders of this nation
1._Det. and the Wind waterways corn- 1 met at Independents hall itt Phila-
enission have likeelse hem invitee 4„,delphia the conditions of commerce
the conference, which is thercfore,had not fundamentally changed from
national in a peculiar I what they were when the Phoeidriantense.
I "This tonferenee on the ennserya, keels first furro
wed the lonely waters
of the Mediterranean. The differ-(ion of natural resources is in effect
enees were those of degree. not of• meeting of the representatives of
all the people of the United Statmi kind, and they were kit In 
gil Mlles
called to consider the weightiest ,eve.n those of degree. Mining was
problem rem bettor'. the nation: and' 
the orwasion for the meeting Iles in! Meath aid ea Mee 1041‘04,4
the fart that the natural resources'
of our rountry are .in denier of ex-e At Mealtime Chapel.
haustiou if -we permit the old waste- At the Christian chapel last night
ful methods of exploiting them longer Evangelist Long's sermon MAP "Par-
to continue,,t don." He showed the importance of
"With the rise or peoples fromlobey ink the law of pardon. as laid
Ravagers te civilization. and with theldown in the word of God. The lea-
consequent growth In the exteat and.,
I 
son tonight will he helpful.
rest-expression to u5e,41n0 more. no.
lens. and it will °°t.e tt° to jut" .L1111PHERE COLLAPSES WHEN HE HEARSHullo Mr. RaMt s or "are you Mr
Ita IOW"
If the sus:meted person &mew being
Raffle,. berg him to The Sun °Mee
I ,t rout plete 141PlItifirstion Mr
ramie is oubject t.. eaptur•• any time
(hiring the day. and the fam that he
appears at (certain pieces at specified
times, is - Only to give the Public A
letter Idea as to where he will he.
The only place he ro serves from being
teetered is hia plate of reeidewee. -
• Raillele Experteere Teldeeday. .
I appeared on Broadway between
the hours of 10 and Ile Everything
went well reel I esme to Third and
itroadwny, where I wes stopped by •
:opting lady who approachee in" and
-raid: -Pardon me, you are Mr Raf-
fles." I was and I thought nu i tim"
had come, hut she failed to say tie,
tide words. The young lady mention-
ed was dressed ae follows: Wore a
black voile elert anti a white shirt
'eget, and a heasittful black hat Had
she *ski. "You are The Myeterious
Mr. Rattles of the Paducah Sim," and
showed me Me latest copy of fibs Pa-
ducah ens. eh. would haw won the
$104) and tbe game would have h•RI1
ended After looking me over care-
fully the "Ming lady cleated herself
and . remarked elle had made • great
mistake. ehe did Make • great mis-
take In not meeting the cooditiorms of
the capture In order to give the
Ie•drn" of The Stet .Ji better teepee
t capture nut. Wednesday I will wear
P beie sone aret dart rellarrti hut I
have deeded. to ehatriti the twooetiime
for 'thebalance of the 'reek and trust
the lady mentioned will not get ex-
• It'd next time.
Atter leaving the lady I tier( rietted
the New York shining parlor on Broad
say, run by two Greeks. both youne
men The yonng man who shined my
sloes was medinni height, light
etirly hair, parted in the middle, Moe
shirt blue fourliehand tle and WaTo
s big white sprees. Ile brushed me off
pith a whisk broom, which only had
remelt a dozen straws in it. I advised
(Coatinued oa Pans Three.)
Doctors Refereed Home.,
The following teeters returned
home tads% at tone: J. M. Fletcher.
of Henderson; J. T. Todd. of Iris-
; F of Itattawa. P
• • c
THAT MINISTER TELLS OF CONFESSION
Schell Says Children Were
Chloroformed, Bat Body is
Not Nrs. Guinness.
laporte. Ind.. May 13.-Ray Lam-
phere is bordering ,on a rollapse, fol
lowing the statement Of the Rev. E.
A. Sche:1 that Lamphere made a per-
the confession. Lamphere today de-
nied that he promised a full confee-
pion, it is believed that Emil Kell.
of Osage. Kits.. who was here two
years ago 'Ith 82.000. is another of
Mrs. Gunners' victims.
fichell's Eleatement.
Baltimore. May 13. -The Rev. E.
A. Schell, of the leporie Methodist
church, Is here today. HP said: "The
Oneness children were chloroformed
and then the house was fired over
them, but the woman's -hotly foun4
in the ruins is not Mrs. Gumless. I
aid ahre Lamphere is innocent of all
murders, but that of Helgelein. Of
the latterebe MSS jf11101111. It would
not he fair for me to say Lamphere
confessed to the Heigelela murder.
l'sed CUM&
Import". Ind . May 113.-Mrs Nel-
lie Gitnnegt s-heessalee murderess,
ki'led her love-lured victims with
chloral
Eyed/nee in poommeion or the state,
which will proserntP Roy- tone* p
ee
amused of moirdering Mrs. (Penner,
and her ehildren. has lett to tta eon-
efusion that adventerolos men who set
foot within her house and met their
doom were slain with poinott. and that
thee hacked-up bodice were then hid-
den In • PPO/T4 ch•mher of the house
of in%•toey ante they were buried hi
the VP I'd
That Mrs (lonesome purchased (Feint
Ulm of (+ local from drugeists In La-
poet* and turn-mulling CHIPS bee been
established, and witnesses, we ore
hdeptIty lit hieing pearded. will he pro
• to Mee testimony to this fem.
the grand jury against Lamphere,
thought not completely in hand, will
be furnished by a number of witnisse
es Deputy Shertifis Mart and Ami-
ties, 'rho arrested Lamphere at the
Wlieatbrook farm the morning after
the burning of the Ceunnees home.,
will be the first witneeses. John Ross,
Lamphere's cousin, and Rev. i/r.
Schell, pastor of the larporte Metho-
d:it raise*, will also be called. though
attorneys for the defendant will‘fight
against the thleisher's testifying en
the wound that anyttang related to
him WIN diens in professional milli-
le nee.
An alarm Hoek may add an import-
ant link in the chain of Preterite of
the Gunners family and the burning
of their home. teazle Smith, the IN.-
grass with whom Lamphere spent
much tiare after leavteg Mrs. Gunmen'
employ, told the authorities that Lam-
phere had cone. in' early the night of
the tere sad had prone to bed. setting
the alarm clock for 4:304n the more-
tng.
Ciontradiorted by (lock.
"Where Is the alarm. (lock?" asked
the deputy sheriffs who went to trizzie
Smith's house the eante day. after
1.anipterre's arrest at Whe•thmok,
They did not wait for her to find it,
Intl picket it up themselves,. and
1, nod the *TI OW on the alarm dile
,polotod to 3 o'clock. Lamphere. even
when arrested, said he had seinen at
4130 to walk to hie work at the
Wheatbroek farm. The alarm elock
will be Introduced in evidence, nth
I, retarded as important because the
Gunnel's. home MRS discovered on fine
ammo 4.3o In the morning. giving
&dont\ of time to have goo.
from Smith!! to the
farm P4'I th(' house on Are.
Added to this evidence will be th•
testimony en be offered by John Moe
who toys he say legetohere running
;may from the burning home stole
1:15 in the morning of. April 28. He
RAM Lamphere. he save. mooing from
the vielleity of the ere toward the
Park road, which lie alweys yolked
over on he way to lb. Weesterook
farm Moo_sayor erre, hurry-




Jasper and Limoleoe Leneave. Hugn
and Roy Wallace, W. T. Craffsy,
Charles Pollard, Lee, Ferguson, Paul
Crag and Sim Graham were arrested
and gave bond. They are (-barged
with being implicated in night riding
and -whipeng two Trigg county men.
tee election, a- prohai••••••• -ray
man, of liereferd, Texas, was here
this morning with a ear of. race horses
en route to Daneon Springs,. where,
they will he put in training until the
Hopkins county fair.
Seattle, May 13.-A tidal wave swept ten thousand persons to death
In Hankow, China, according to officers of the steamer Titan, which ar-
rived here today. The wave was caused by the overflowing of the Yang
Tat' Kiang river.
Three thousand Chinese, sleeping in junks. were caught in a wave





It Required Only Forty•Iive
Minutes For Amount to be
Ascertained and Verdict to
MADE QUICKLY TO be Drawn.
THAT SWEPT NEB. TEST NEW NOZZLE
Omaha, Neb., May 13.-Fifteen to
eighteen persons were killed and
many injured by tornado, which
swept the country south of here last
evening. Louisville reports the great-
est loss of life. Fort Crook suffered
somewhat. Half of Louisville Wha
-MaTtlir TRIM era Doh ifffe
driving near PappIllion. Their horse
was frightened and dashed into the
river. The two were drowned.
Texas Storm.
Dallas, Tex., May 13.-Late re-
porta from north Texas, which was
itacellorse laiii-ifiv-77=-----TItsrite that Krone was killed at
gab and Me. H. Bowdry -at
Leonard. Fifty houses were partly
destroyed at Crandall. Many were
Injured, Bridges were destroyed near
Henderson. Southern Oklahoma was
damaged. bet no reports were re-
reired because communication was
interruptedHonor Mr. Taady's Memory.
An order has been received front
the-adjutant general by all commis-
goneel OMMIMP of tkettate atiard that
the itsual•badge of nowning be worn
for 30 dem in mentor, of Harry
Tandy who was. quarter master gen-
eral of the Kentucky, brigade.
TELEPHONE POLK CSED
, EV CITY CATCHES FIRE.
On a short circuit. (be pole at Sixth
and Elizabeth streets caught fire last
night, but the fire whs extinguished
after two attempts. The pole be-
longs to the Hone. Telephone coin-
PanY. but the city has an arc light
on it. The trouble was reported and
Superintendent Keebler and his men
found the pole burning at the reel.
The visible flames were put out with
a few buckets of water. but the light
refused to burn, and a more careful
examination showed that the pole was
hollow and the fire was burning in-
side. A hole was chopped In it and
the fire Inside put out with water.
TUSKEGEE GRADUATE
At the meeting of the school hoard
It was derlded to twoure! an addition:•1
leacher for the colored High school
This morning Superintendent Carna-
gee received a letterifrom Booker T
Washington, of the Tuskegee Institute
saying be could fill the place with a
teacher.
MANUAL TRAINING
Sept. J. A. Cartiage.y receivf d a
Pronositten from the Anierean Man-
uat-Trening comieny. of (hi-ago 
thismorning for the estabiishing of
a system of manual training in the
High whose. which he considers satis-
factory.. Professor Carnagey CIl not
disclose the features of the proposi.
tem. hnt will submit it to tire school
board with tie recommendation that
.t be adopted.
WK.tTIFIMIL
Fear tonight rend Thum...day cturpt
errase•est ,ts.ser• 15 elleelllie 1111114
I. C. PAY CAR
Official noffee was received this
inclining that the Illinois Central pay
ear will be here Friday. May 115, to
pay salaries for the month of April.
The only time lost during the month
was Iwo days the car repairers-were
laid off, and a latge sum of money
will be paid out and the effect felt in
all lines of trade.
SOLDIERS LEAVE
Ten soldiers of Company C. of the
Third regiment, left this morning on
the Memphis-Louisville train, No. 102.
The men were in heavy matching or-
der and under command of J. T. Al-
len, first sergeant. The sergeant re.
(Wed to state the destination of the
soldiers, but it was found out that
the soldiers will go as far as Prince-





New Tonic, May 13.--in the arrest
of Edward Madden, song writer, and
the seizure In Los Angeles of Baron
Long Gordon itiggIn. federal officials
belleue steps Sr.' taken to end A
swindle they declare has been perpet-
rated upon numerous victims with
an ambition to shine as song writers
The governminti alleges they adeer
teedto furnish music and print songs
for fee, but all they did was to Mk.,
the money. Madden wrote "Way
Down in My Hearikl•ve Got a Feeling
for You."
SOCIALIST CONVENTION
Chirago. May 13.-The socialist
eeolutions committee recommended
that an "open letter" to Roosevelt.
criticising his attitude as the chief
execetive, be withdrawn and not read
or passed on by the convention. In-
dications point to Benjamin Hanford.
of New York. and Max Haves. of
Ohio, being nominated Thursday for
peel-dent and 'frt.-president. Dote
signified that he,does not ,wdsh the
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In order to make a test of the Hart
nozzle for the aerial ladder which the
city may purchase. and to see what
record the fire department could
make in answering an alarm.. Mayor
James P. Smith and Messrs. Jessee
is Believed That This Will
Result in Putting End :o
Night Riding in the Black
Patch.
Gilbert, John If. Bonds, Bisberil ji_requiredjuaL PS...minutes for the
Sift neland and Minn Clark. fire and federal jury. to return a verdict of
police eommissioners, pulled box .23., $35.000 -damages this morning in fay-
at Seventh 'awl Washington greets.' or'Of Robert Hollowell, who sued 2S
this morning at 10 o'clock. RepeatedIalieged night riders of Celdwell coon-
alarms were given and the four cone ty en amount of an outrage commit-
panic, answered the box. Three lines, ted May 2, 1907. It was the largest
of hose were connected to the Hart verdict ever returned in Paducah in
nozzle and water was thrown on the!any court.
lauses And business houses with ease. The Bee, was chargeAlost ngrt
Val' Chiffrianr -11111---5Tr.and-eircused tintr-r: 30 o'clock 121-111
blocks in-.. Citteltatotuin. At 9 -o'clock they called
Wood reached the box from the sta- *for pen and ink and paper and at
Goa in 1:07. but his buggy wan wait-
ing outside the building. The No. 4
company. Tenth and Jones streets.
ran 9 blocks in 2 minutes fiat, and
the No.' 3 company, Tenth and Clay
streets, ran 10'4 blocks in 2:30. The
No. 4 company, Fourth and Eliza-
beth streets, ran 14 blocks in 3:10.
Tao lines of hose, 504 feet long were or.; Jr. T. comm. seeppardaetee;
laid. and one line 200 feet was laid Charles K. Parker, Highland Perk:
in good time. All of the companies Thomas S Allison, of Anchorage. end
madp quick runs, and the alarm came (iharlcs H Parker. of Highland Park.
in without any previous kaowledge The plaintiff has arcked for a
of the firemen, repels to forestall any effort of the.:
The Hart nozzle worked well, defendants to dispose of their prop-
Chief Wood recommended that one pity, while the defendants asked for
be purchased In his report last year.
iit is used for throwing water --onfires
in hieh buildings, and a line of hose
may be placed where otherwise it
would be impossible.
QUESTION INMATES
9:1e. the jurors entered the room. II.
L. Smyser was foreman.
The jarors were James A. Nichols,
George D. Lee, Fred Skive and N.
B. Wiggingtoo, of Louisville; H. L
Smyser, of Jefferson country; Logan
Hedges and B. F. Pope. of Okalena;
I. W. Nichols. of Cuplo, Duller coon-
time in wheh to give bond for soPeal.
The bond must he sufficient to insure
payment of the judgment if it is-esve •
tained.
In addition to an execution against
their property Judge Evans granted
the p/aintiff a eszp:se ad satisfacien-
cx-
cd(t"pmtinaggaMitirset aLliultutie tiHoetl iloildwaenits1,. the
Inmates of 1.2 houses of ill repute meaning of teh term being that the
are being questioned under Oath be bodies of the defendants may be
fore Acting Police Judge N. H. Pun- seized and held in jail unless they
satisfy the judgment. Attorney John
G. Miller, for  teeeplaintiff moved the






wait the coo be urt 
ad-
vised. AccordIng to inst rue t le me At-
torney Miller will prepare an affidavit
In support of the. motion and nue! It
ityo lJnizudsgecnEtrhaensq,uwhemoiontll immediate-
Attorney Yost, for the defense. ex-
cepted to the finding of the jury. and
was given 30 day's to file A. bill of tee
toce InenF n 
jury which tried the ease wall
composed of retired bnahresa - men of
Louisville and promireent farmers of
Hulett county.
After they were dihroissed Lem-
berg of.eciod eitisens. Who met them
on the streets, congratulated (item on
(he outcome of the trial
Witte & Miller, of this city, and,
filigree Attorney Dultelie of Louis-
ville, represent the laintiff. and Tote
and Laffoon, of Maditionv111e, and
faei•adrdlleadicy, of Princeton, the de-
fendants, 
Alleged Outrage.
Robert Hollowell and his wife Mary
Hollowell, each sued for 950.1011.), and.
their eon, Price Hollowell. 12 Years
bass sued for 825,000 damages.
alleging that an armed mete in which
were the defendant', visited their
home ricer letwascro, ealdwell county,
war 2, p907, and whipped MT Hol-
'owell, knockei down and shot Mrs.
Hollewell and shaped their son. Price,
• and drove them out of the state to
prevent tapir testifying before the
grand jury about the raid on Peinee-
tun, December 1. i905.
Among the defendanta were Robert
liollowell'a brother. John E. Belle,-
well and wee. Lulu Moth/well. and
his t-empin, .1oh n W. Hollowell, also
rhea-man of the Cialdwell Coverty To-
bacco assoeiation The other defend-
flits were. oeilvfweipti wWallace'la nseoliver, Firm 
Jet 
ay0 liverIs
Turner. William 'teener, William
faradic fild Smith. fees smith. James
Hyde. Matte-hi Pickering. Buck
Latee trey Lacey. Lucian MoKtnineY,
B Maione, Mitroon Drown. Edgar
Oh it r searlin Murphy, Welkin Mur-
phy, Rickard Pool, Joshes flhanifsera,
Jack Chasnbsr.. Joseph (7antrell.'
'ohm' Gray, Wtillam Tandy and KS
Brown.
•
year this afternoon to ascertain
whether the sale of intoxicants has
been discontinued in the houses. They
Were "ordered down" by Mayor
Smith's instruotions. He declared
this afternoon that he intends to keep
after them until the sale is stopped.
..m.omma.mag•
LIQUOR CASE PASSED
When the ease of Dan Galan, Fifth"
and Norton streets, charged with sell-
ing liquor to a minor, was called in
police court, Judge Pueyear, who is
Judge pro tent in Judge Cross' ab-
sence,, was riled as a wearess. Judge
Puryear raid he was perfectly willing
to testifyeand act as judge, too, hut
after a /elude the cam was put off un-
til Saturday when Judge Cross will
return. Mr. Galvin denies his guilt,
and 'says the warrant MAP sworn out
through melee It issfiaileg'd





For fear that Ernett Eltnendorf. in-
flicted for robbing the Ballard county
bank at Bandana, migie be reemed.
Jailer James Maker has been ordered
to keep framendorf In the Me(eacken
county jail. Eintendorf felled to give
bond for $1.500 The letter from T
Ne•ly, by gertrude Blount. deputy
(Minty clerk. begins: "It aPPeariali
to the satWactOn of the ooert_tbst
the ciente judge of this dhltrhie Is
now absent from the count? and that
there is danger or embattle danger
that Erne* Elmendorf, who Is pitmen-
ed with robbery by Indictment tw the
Ballard county roue and In custody,
*Mile be emceed therefrom by vire
Mare," and orders the, jailer to keep
4tita fa the McCracken county Jail
Jeela Holy& and data levee& also in•






TI-174 PADUCAli 'EVENING SUN.
_
-
Two Big Attractions at
Guthrie's Thursday Afternoon
Between 3 and 6
The Mysterious Mr. Raffles and
Some Wonderful Silk .
Bargains.
,
Silk values up to $1.00 will be sold tomor-
row afternoon betwesn :3 and 6 for
,
,
This lot includes Taffetas, Pongees and Tussahs ,
in all the new shades.
The Mysterious Mr. Itaiftles will be an interested
visitor at this sale and, if you catch him here, y MI
get $150.
Be sure to have The San with you.
,

































. Brother Dickey's Philosophy. Wen eou. is afeared ter go dar, an'
1 has allus noticed dat heavtn ain't don't forgit dat de won' never turns
Ono higher than a 111' chile kin reach. roun' 'ter look at yOu.—Atianta Con-
Er Noah tuck de 'possum into de stitutlon.
- -ark he must 'a' gin lin mighty great
liberty 'Wen he got outen dar. The rainbow .chaser at :east gets a
De way only looks long ter you run for his money.
The FORD
for service
If you buy a car for what it will
do-Dot what the salesman says
about it-you buy the Ford, for by
actual use 16,000 cars have proven
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Model oS-14 Roadster, 4-cylioder,
li N. P., 5750.
Other Models {or $600 to $2,800
for less money than any other car, even at a considerably higher price.
Twenty-five to 35 miles per gallon of gasoline, 5,000 to 15,000 miles per
set of tires, repairs less than $15.00 per year: that's what the user says.
TirSt cost lowest, maintenance Coat lowest, efficiency highest: that4S
why they call the Ford a oluality car.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
FORD-The car that lasts lodger and costs least while it lasts.
NO THROWS
THREE MARD FellIGHT BOUTS ON
MAT LAST
•
!wiliest) Athletic (lab Member's Wit-
enter interesting latctiea at
tisminasiuna. s I •
Athletes tugged and grabbed for
holds 'at the wreeteng bouts given last
night by the Paducah Athletic club at
.1 he Eagles' gymnasium, and 4is three
bouts there were no throws. The op-
ionents were, well matched, and it Is
probable that the winners will be de-
cided by another bout next month. A
large crowdsaw the contest through,
and left satisfied. The firit taint was
between Robert Bower and Hen&
Ruoff. Bower downed Ruoff in two
minutes, but it took six minutes be-
fore the second throw was secured.
In the second bout Claude Reedet
threw Oran Bell to the mat in six
athletes. and they tugged for 23 min-
utes before Reeder got a second fall.
Charles Breen and Solan Gillium. the
heavyweights, tried for a throw for
25 minutes the first round, and 10
minutes the mcond round without a
throw. The bout was interesting.
Leslie Jones, the Crotch of Paducah,
wrestled with Oran Bell and .Henre
Ruoff at the same time, and both
could not throw him in 10 minutos.
Frank Luftenburg and George Bur-
ton, two High school lads. completed
the program and in their bout neither
was able to get a throw. Leslie Jones
%%as referee of the bouts.
Do You Love
Your baby? You wonder why he
cries. Bay a bottle of White's .Cream
Vermifuge and be will never cry.
Most babies have , worms, and the
(arm don'tknow It. Whitcs_crekus
Vermifuge rids the child of worms
and cleans out its system in a pleas-
ant way. Every mother should kee,p
a bottle of this medicine In the house.
With it, fear need never enter her
mind. Prire 25c. .1. H. Oehlschlae-




Chicago 13 6 .684
Pittsburg    11 7 .611
New York 12 8 .600
,Philadelphia   .11 9 .550
Boston 11 10 .524
Cincinnati  7 11 .38S
Brooklyn . 1 14 .364
sowssw 





W. B. Mather in charge Watch Repair Departm•nt.
D, B. Button, Engraver and Jewelry Repair Department,
THE SECRET OF A
(1041) TOT
is solved If you come here for your
perfumeries, toilet preparations and
articles. Oer assortment of these
contains all the standard makes and
none of the inferior (Jr injurious
kinds. We take plefisure In inviting
you to examial suck dainty wares.
We Isnon you will enjoy looking as
much as we do showing.




CA.. Van Meter, Manager.
AS Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
WArybouass for Storage.
4.4., PI; nes 499.
At Chicago.
Chicago. May 13.—After -having
pitched fourteen winning games,Over-
all lost by poor controi.
Score: R H E
Chicago •  " 6 0
PhLadelphia  6 10 1
Batteries—Overall, Lungren and
Quinn; McQiutlin and Doran.
. /
At St. Louis.
St. Louis. May 13.—The locals took
the second game of the series.
St. Louis   2 10 2
Brooklyn  0 $
Bateeries—Lush and Ludwig; Mc-
Intyre, Wilhelm Bergen and Ritte.
At Pktaherg.
Pittsburg, May 13.—New York
was an easy winner in a -one-sided
game.
Score: RIfE
Pittsburg   2 5 1
New York   $7 1
Batteries.--:Maddox. Young and Gib
son; Wiliam and Bresnahan.
At Coaeismati.
Cincinnati, May 13.—Timely hit-
ting and errors by Boston gave Cin-
cinnati a comparatively easy victory.
Cincinnati   8 11 1
Boston   4 .8 3
Batteries— Coakley, Ewing and
McLean; Lindeman, Fe4gusen and
Bowermon.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
W. • L. Pet.
.\-w York 13 S .619
Philadelphia 14 9 .6414
Ceveland  12 3 .600
rt. Louis 12 11 .522
'h icsgo 10 11 .476
Detroit   II 11 .460
%V ash I sites   8 13 .381
ton  8 15 .343
At Washington.
Score: R H N
Washington .   3 13 4
St Lords 6 16 0




Score: R H E
Boston   2 10 2
Detroit •  3 9 3
Batteries—Cleotte and Carrigan;
Silver, Schmidt and Payne.
•











dcore: , R II E
Philadelphia  ft 13 6
3 4 3
'lotteries I-. Plash lid Powers.
444% Owen, Ait1:o4 and Sullivan.
EVERY DAY 114 "WASH DA"
"Iv th'Istry Shows* Dogs and Ponies
(let Nilaay Practkal Lewes ist
Itvery day Is "wash day" with the
Gentry Brothers' Famous Shows, for
the management prides itself 08 Wm'
ing the neatest and prettiest of tent-
ed shows en tour, and next to a Per-
formance whose quality and charac-
ter have given the shows an enviable
Individuality, rejoices in that cleanli-
ness which is next to the highest
virtue. So it, happens that one of the
big bills in connection with conduct-
ing this trained animal exfiibition is
for soap and water.
Early morning visitors to the 0-en-
try Brothers' show grounds at Tenth
and Trimble streets Friday will there-
fore have the unusual opportunity of
seeing a dog alit 'pciay yeah day
which sets a splendid .'*ample to the
housekeeper aad is calculated to in-
noire the onlooker with increased re-
spect for the twentieth century cir-
cus as exemplified by the Gentry
rothers' ehows.
The hundreds of trained dogs with
the shows are led to the grounds as
soon as the teats are in place and
then turned loose. but It is a liberty
with a string attached to it. For no
sooner are the dogs on hand than
they are brought face to lace With
huge iron tubs and even the unob-
serving layman can telt by the ex-
pression on their canine countenances
that they know what is coming.
Some are sad and some.,are glad:
some "yip" In pleased anticipation
and others growl in sullen resent-
ment..while the healthiest ones bark
their joy and the weaker ones whine
In fear.
When it comes to the daily bath
all dogs look alike to the dog boys.
The tubs are filled with fairly cold
water. Into which is poured a secret
compound having marvelous clean-
sing powers and whose chemical con-
stituents and proportions are known
only to the Initiated animal man.
dth-tif evetyikee be be toltitc,--irnirts.
fox terrier, bull, bound-or poodle, is
thrown In without ceremony and with
just his wee out of water is soused
around tied shaken and pummeled to
within an inch of his life.
When he comes, out of this ordeal
he is a different looking dog. but the
eed is not yet. Another tut:semen
him and presiding oeer thiCtell is a
lusty youth armed WPM a cake of
soap, and a full -efewn scrubbing
brush. Thew Implements of cleanli-
ness be apppes to the canine' CdMP-
dian with might and main, soaping
and scrubbing up one side and down
he other until fine dog's skin is ,as
Pink as a baby's and every sign of
travel has been removed from each
individual hair.
Then the dogs are all ranged along
a big sable, and there they sit -and
shiver and shake and quarrel and
make up, and eventually get dry with
the assistance of sun and wind—as is
the way with dogs.
tf You Don't
Suceeed ne first time use Herbine
and you will gV instant relief. The
greatest liver regulator. A positive
cure for Constipation Dyspepsia Ma-
laria, Chills and all liver complaints.
Mr. C—, of Emory, Texas. write*:
"My wife has been using Herbine for
herself and children for five sears.
It Is a sure cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is substantiated
by what it has done for my family"
J. II. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C.
0. Ripley.
(Ispitol rowsnalesbee.
Frankfort. Ky., May 13. - A meet-
ing of the capitol commission will be
tient next Monday at which time defi-
nite plans for the completion of the
new capitol will be taken up. It is
probable that the commission will
employ an architect only for the pow-
er hour and tight plant, aqd will dis-
pense with the services of an archi-
tect for all other purposes. An elec-
trical engineer to attend to the instal-
lation of the machinery of the light-
ing plant' will be employed. A land-
scape gardener haw already been en-
gaged to lay out the grounds around
the building. It is Prohabie that
work Velil begin lie a short time on
the terrace in front of the building.
CH.iNGE IN 1-00D.
Works Wondeni in Health.
It is worth knowing that a (-bane
Az food can mire dyspepsia. "I deem
I my duty to lot you know bo-•
Grarpe-Nuts food has cured me of In-
digestion.
"I had been troubled with It for
yeare, until last year my doctor teem-it
mended Grape-Nuts food to he 'used
Cs cry morning. I followed instruc-
dons and now I am enteely well.
"The whole family like Geape-Nuts,
we use four packages a week. You
are welcome to ,J1 this leotimental
s you see fit." '
The reason this lady WAS helped by
the use of Grape-Nuts food, is that it
Is predigested by natural Proreemei
r.nd therefore does not tax We Kornai h
as the food she had been using, it aeo
contains tine elements required fr
building -up the nervous system. If
t hat part of the human body is In ler-
feet working order, there can be rn
dyepeptila, for net vtrus energy mew
seats the steam that drive* tine engin
When the nervous system is run
down, the mat:Moen of the body
Troika badly. Grape-Nuts ftiod can
he used by smell children as well as
adula. It is perfectly cooked and
ready for instant use.
Read Road to Weliville,t. in
Pk? s. "There'. Reason:"
V, ,•r rrlol ft,, nbove letter? 4 no‘‘
(bno• fr.om flirty to time. They
arc 4renutne, gild L of hansom
WICDNUADAY, MAY it.
ROE GOLD COINS.
At Golden Wedding of
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Mc-
Kune, Colorado Springs,
Colo., Celebrating Fifty




years of married life Mr 
andMrs. G. G. McKune, of S West
Costilla street, celebrated their golden
wedding. They were marricd in Da-
mascus, N. Y. There_was one person
present at the wedding ceremony who
is still alive—Mr. J. K. Dillon, of 417
East Pike's Peak avenue, a nephew of
Mrs. McKune.
The cele4xstion took place at their
home, which was beautifully decorated
in gold and white.
The happy couple were the recipients
of many beautiful presents, including a
shower of gold coins.
In an interview with our represen-
tative Mr. McKune states.
-It gives me great pleasure to tell
you that 1 have been using a little of
IDuffy's Pure Malt Whiskey for medic-
inal purposes every morning for fifteen
years; it has been my only medicine,
and I firmly believe it has been very
beneficial to me as a tonic stimulant and
renewer of youth. I am seventy scars
of age, and I feel as hale and heart) as
I did twenty years ago.
"I cannot say too much in praise of
your valuable medicinal whiskes, and
recommend it to all those getting on in
years who wish to maintain their vigor,
strength and happiness."
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of.malted grain; Mat care being used to have every kernel thorough /Faulted.
thus destroying the germ and prn4.1iicing a predigested liquid food-in-the forin of a malt essence, which is the
most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known tb science; softened hy warmth and moisture its palata-
bility and freedom frominjurtinis r."-ubstances renderit an t shit can-ise retains:41'4ibs most sensitive Stomach.
It cures nerronsnesS, typhoid, malaria, every form of stomach trouble, all diseases of the throat and lungs,
and all run-down and weakened conditions of tbc body, brain and nerves. It is prescribed by doct-zrs and is
recognized as a family medicine merywhere.
CACTION.-When you ask your druggist, grocer or deakr for Deity's PurceMalt Wbiskey be sure you get the genuine.
Its the one h•nitycly pare soclicinal nalt whiskcv aml is sold in ..e.tkef honks .iner ; never In bulk. Price $1.00. Look for
the trade-mark. the 'IOU Cletimist." on the label. and make sure IlL seJ1 over tic cork it unbroken. Welk Dr. k. Curran.
Consulting ellystc.tan, for a free illestratni medial -booklet and free aJvicc, beefy gait whisecy to., hoceeseer, It. Y.
— • -
*,11• iv a at r.,s i .il C a Ill lw eon
structed. The tertutniesion does Out
want the leer citietol to be turned
over to thtm for occupancy pixel Mee-
ts tuber I. and nothing will Be dons,
toward furnishing the builifina until
It I. turned over by the present con-
tractors.
Malaria Makes Pale Sickly Children.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 50c.'
lie Is a lucky man who doesn't be-
lieve in !tele






WILL BEGIN NEXT SATURDhli.
IMPORTANT DECISION
Case of much interest was tried last
Tuesday- before Judge Emery. where
Geerge Fickiin of this city, was
charged with selling intosieat ins
*liquors, and the evidence allowed ho
sold Dr. .Fle.x, cremo and Vivo. pre-
pared by A. M. Laelrill00 & Co.. and
the proof all went to show there bev-
erages were non-Intoxicating, and the
ease-was dismissed, as no viohltffn of
the law could be proven.
The decision of the court will act
favorably with the saie of Dr- Fizz,
Vivo and Cremo, whet are preparel




Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-















fluaranteed pure apple eider.




World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
.The °melee-Journal Tunes
Tbc Unmake rcial- A ppeal t. Louis Republic
The Rea ird• Herald Chicane. Examiner
The Gliate-ficesecrat Chicago Tribune
The Pliat-Iviepatch Nashville American
The Nevis-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-ChoPnicie (7111cago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
11411 STREET. NIAV P110NE 1316.
OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL
Our driver's dotyinellide, mute than merely calling
for'your soiled linen and retuining the liarkages after
we have laundered it. He is fripored tin make rividar
calls upon our customers, to carefully mark the owner's
name on the bundle 'as he resseaves it, to &seed any
chance of error: to carefully note say r, 'nowt made and
to report it to us for attention and to give et all times
polite, prompt 'trek* to our customers You'll spore
-
CM* our hied of service.
•
Star Laundry




Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the.., neck, showing
conclusively the age. -
For the cupboard ud sediciae
dust there is nothiag superior


















May 19 May 20
A marvelous exploitation of Hypnotism and
Mental Mysteries
Strictly moral, highly instructive and extremely
entertaining.
You will laugh ! You will roar.! You will
scream!
Popular Prices
iallery 25c Balcony 35c Orchestra 51c
Watch the daily press for announcement rela-
tive to the in/away of a big_caah prize on Mon-
day night.
-a  .-- 4.
r
DISCRIMINATION
I.%W Aai1.110401N(1 WAN AGEN114
BY STATI:.
t (elm) Judge I.Iglitfoot
ti lion %gain, John
I agan.
* discrimination by Oennts
Jaded lAitittfocit yesterday and be dis-
missed the suit flied by Mato Revenue
Agent -ire 1.,__Atieleregelnort John
: -171131-
(sews of $)0ko fer two years . back.
The case probably will be appealed.
—elagrared invitations. swede an-
neuncements. emi•owsedi -stationery.
tbsoii rir•., give lfa• best scatisentelea—steine
H. and quality—elf you get it of The Hun.
•
The law compelling loan agents to
Pee a higter state licence- than Other
bust:wows of a eke chargeser watt de-
In every man, no matter how de-
pm rd. there Is something which cries
out for the truth.
MATEItIAL REC/iiIMENISED FOR
IiitAJADWAl AND JEFFEROON.
Beard of Public Works Devotes Ses-
sion Last Evening to Consider.
Mg Street Bids.
Bitulithic was recOmmended for the
leonsoutoion of Broadway and Jeffers
I IMO street between Ninth and Etev-
enth etreets by the board of public
teoris yesterday afternoon in special
session to open bids. The Southern
filtelithic company, of Nashville, was
rectmenended for the contract for
the street work. and H. M. Welkie
wa$ recommended to receive the work
of laying the sidewalks and gutters.
All bids for the graveling of Clark
street from Tenth street to Gould ave-
nue and from Gould avenue to Bron-
son avenue, were refused on account
of the bids being too high.
The Southern Beuethic company
I was the only contractor offering bids
tor bitulitble, but It is In the power
lof the general council to select any
material for the streets., The bid for
the conetruttion of the street with
asphalt was $900 cheaper. The bids
were: George W. Katterjohn, brick,
$26.524: Sduthern Bithulithic com-
pany, brick $25,h24; asphilt. $,4,-
624; bittillthic, $26,524: Thomas
Midges & Sons brick, 52(6,548; as-
phalt. $25,524.
For the eonstruceloo of the side-
• ire. curbing and guttering, the bids
wore: G000pe W Katterjohn, $10,-
419; Southern Ilitulithre company,
$141.932.62; H. M. Weikle. $9,594.52;
Thomati Bridges & Sons, $12.382.50.
The bids rejected for the grading
and graveling of Clark Street were:
E C. Maker, -50 cents a yard: H. L.
Hose, 47% cents a yard, and W. L.
Yancey. So cents a yard.
Ready to Go Ahead.
The Southern Bitalithic company
will be ready to go to work on the
contract. If the cowbell approves it,
as soon as the tracelon company can
pat in double trackiwg. and the board
rot -retitle. works will write the.onen-
',gement a letter, requesting the work
to be started at once. All of the mai-
rlee bitte received_ ky 
Coo compare. a'nd fir. Wilson, rep-
' resenting the bitulithic company.
, thought the work should be completed
by August 1. The cost of the bitu-
Ilthic was a little high:e' per square
%eel this bid than When the other
contract was let, because. of the less
number of yards and the cost of mov-
eg the atmeittnery here.
WEAK KIDNElS Hesse WEAK
114)DIES,
Kidaey Disease* (Stew Half the Corn.
mon Ashes and Ins of Paducah
Petrie.%
As one weak link weakens a chain,
at weak kidneys weaken the whets
body and hasten the final breaking-
down.
Overwork, strains, colds and other
causes injure the kidneys, and when
their activity Is lessened the whole
body suffers front the excess of uric
tolson circulated in the blood.
Aches and pains and' languor and
urinary Ills come, and there is an evet
increasing tendenty towards diabetes
and fatal Brigiit's disease. There is
no real help for the sufferer except
kidney help.
Doan's Kidney Pills act directly on
the kidneys and cure every kidney ill.
Paducah cures are the proof. _ •
I. L. Davis, 219 Broadway, Padu-
cah, Ky., says: 'I was greatly bene-
fited by the use of Doan's Kidney
Pills. procured at DuBois Son & Co.'s
drug store. I suffered from backacbe
for some time but a short use of this
remedy proved Teo satisfactory In re-
lieving the trouble. I can recommend
Doan's Kidney Pills lery highly to
those enlisted Nn this way."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States
Remember the name—Doan's—
and take no other.
•
are willing to stand the extra expense
to have the work completed at once,
the bids will be recalled and the con-
tract let this week at a specfal ses-
sion. The property owners have
tried to get the Improvement for sev-
eral years.
Stop Grumbling
If you suffer from rheumatism or
pains, fof Ballard's Snow Liniment
will bring quick relief. It is a sure
cure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Con-
tracted Muscles and all pains—and
within the _rvich or _ 5c.
60c, $1.00. C. R. Smith, Tensile.
Tex., writes: "I have used Ballard's
Snow Liniment in my family for
years and have found it a fine rem-
edy for all pains and aches. I recom-
mend it for pains in the chest."







WE wish to announce to those who have
been waiting and those who would like
to see the most complete assortment of room-
size Rugs we have ever shown, that we have
received and have placed on sale our big ship-
ment of Axminster, Brussels, Velvet and Crex
Rugs. We can safelli say it's the best assort-
ment for both beauty and quality that this
bouse has ever shown. .• .• .• • ••
Bids for the gravel work were
higher than when the work was let
to Contractor Ed Terrell, and the
boerd thought it adelsaislia to adver-
He Is a plucky men who doesn't be- tine again. However, the property




A Solid Car Load on
Sale This Week




THERE must be a good reason why we sell
two or three car loads of Matting a sea-
son. It stands to reason we are giving the
people better values in Mattings than they can
get elsewhere. We place on sale another lot of
extra values in Jap and China Mattings, price
ranging as follows:
China, Straw Warp Jap; Canon Warp
1.4c, 15c, 17c, 20c, 25c, 30c
and 3Sc per yard
20c, 3016.1111c, 40c, 45c





PAD UCAlf . KY:
Ghe Vavlight Store
RAFFLES HAS ESCAPE
(Continued from page one.)
him to get a nee bccorn and brush
the dust out of his eyes. Later I
pasted the_Famous and several of the
clerks were sanctities in the door way
talking to a gentleman who was evi-
dently iatoxicated. He was 'telling
them how strong he was, etc, I
strolled on down the street nearly to
the river, came back on Broadway.
My attention was attracted to a very
pretty young lady who was standing
looking right at me. In the City
Laundry office 1 made eyes at her but
she apparently paid no attention to
me. She wore a white shirt waist,
blue skirt and was adorned with .a
beautiful heed of brunette hair done
up In pompaCre style. I later return.
ed to my residence, ate lunch and
prepared for ne afternoon adventute.
I started my afternoon experience be'
paying the Crystal theater a visit. 1
purchased my ticker of a young lady
who wore g white Wert waist with
pearl beads around her neck. I
found the rreltal to be a 'nice, cool
theater with plenty of electric fans
running. Raymond and Kent In the
sketch entitled "A Black Man end a
Sport" bandied their act very Never-
ly and were well received. Charles
Boyd, comedian, won his abate of ap-
plause and did justice to himself and
his audience. Golden and Bogart
made a decided hit with their feature
song "My Henery." and are well
worth the price of admission alone.
.11 it does, Ten idsonlil
try Dr. Miles' Anti-Pain
Pills. Why ,sot ,do so.
They will relive the
pain in just a Tear min-
utes. Ask your druggist
There are 45,000 druggists
in the U. S. Ask way of
Coma. A package of 25
doses costs 25 cents. One
tablet usually stops a
headache. They relieve
pain without leaTizgif any
disagreeable after-effects
—isn't that what you
wants
'lir Doe Peat* lineder bee
Dr. Mlles' Anti rain Mk for • long
time. II* never had anything to
1•4p him so rnufds far headache •
year Oro he came herrn., and I OrlIfl
ISOM& siek with swab • dreadful nary.
on. headache. lie gave me maw ef
th• Anti-Pain Pills, and att., while
I took another and was ant tn•ly re-
lbws& I &wave ken. them In the
SWIM Dow. earl wtv. many imp% v to
etbers suttering with tom/tares
MRS. Lot lest 1.XWIICLIA N
South Dakota
tier gist selts Dr Mlles' Anti..
Vein sow end eft •uthartze him SO
mom ess segosr.f first peck... (only)
K it tameNe benefit you
Miles Medical Co., zikwin,/,,4
'he Daylight Store





WILL BEGIN NEXT SATURDAY.
After leaving the -Crystal theater I
returned to my place of residence and
changed by disguise and later called
at Ole emstortice corner. There were
several people waiting for tne. I felt
confident of my disguise. no I Passed
through the crowd, walked very close
to policeman No. R. who leas picking
his teeth with a knife blade. I got
by without arousing any suspicion,
and as I turned the corner at the
Broadway vide I passed directly In
front of two ladles. One I noticed in
particular. who wore a pretty purple
dress and was leading a little girl by
the hand. The girl was dressed In
white and carried a light blue retel-
l. I entered the pestoffice on the
-Fifth street entrance, and called for
II. I later returned 'to my res'-
clsnice and prepared to visit tire big
tent.
litailles* Evening ExpArionce.
I walked out Broadway umil I
came to a drug store on this side of
the railroad track. I stopped and
sired two elderly gentlemen where
the big tent was. They told me to
follow my nose until I canle to the
schnol house, go through the !ohml
yard and then to the right, which 1
did and to my great surprise I
viewed one of the larges tents I ever
MAW. After enteriag the tent I walk-
ed down to show No. 1 and Mood be-
hind policeman No.,1.1... eyed me
very auspiciously, and tri 
r 
mmed the
free show which was a very clever
balancing act_ I later purchased a
ticket and visited the Alton count0
circus and wittsetned a very clever
contortionist act bv the three Alton
tile/then Atter leaving the country
circus I made my way through th
tooted trend the tent watil 1 awn
to lbe Old Plantation. I purchased •
ticket, etenteln and wen/awed the
preliormanee. I eat in front of sr
policeman, No. 35, who was berme
panted by a very nice looking lady. I
later elated elite Poet Card Palace
Mid .heard Lingo, the talking dog.'
witleh I consider due of the treenail',
wondets ever showed under a big tent.'
I wesSeron1 artlund the tent taking in
all As algies and watched the peeple
looking for The Mysterious Mr
THE
Mysterious Mr. Raffles
 AT  
Gray's Pool Room, baween 8 and 11
TIPILIRSDAY NIGHT
Come and Have a Look, if You Capture
Him While in the Pool Roorno$25 extra
will be Paid, Making a Total of
$125 REWARD
Be Sure to Have the Latest
Edition of The Sun with you
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
SOAP SPECIAL
MYSTERIOUS MR. RAFFLES
Thursday Afternoon, 4 to 6
"Iii, I, enlr -teriwt. dr. Nattles is going
be at out tomorrow atm:most between 4 and
6 to gef a supply of Lignozone Soap, be says it's the
beet yet. "Every touch antiseptic."
Regular Price - 15c cake
Rallies Day Price - 5c, 6 for 2k
Come yourself and get 110Mel ot,tbe best Soap you OM
used and look for Raffles. $115 Reerseil
it eaneht in our stove.
THE PAINT:UT EVENING SUN
AVVT1VPS1.IT, MAY II. -
laDe Vablicab %tin.
•.IIIIIKMOON AND WEEKLY
IRIIIII NUN PUBLI8HIN(1 0011111•EY.
1110011POILATUIL
P.M. 1111111elt. Prosaism&
IL W. PAXTON. General Malmsey.
lasserod as tno postogice at Paduesk.
Rye as mooed class matter.
awnscaurrion ILAIIna•
ma DAILY NM
gy Carrier. oar week ..4ww AO
Inay emu. per month. sAvsase.. .95
lee In admitsmate per year. .....811.611
MN WILMILLY SOIL
Nor 'liar, by male postage paid -Mee
&Mr's' TBZ SUN. relbseals. Zy...
Ogles. 115 Ileeth Third. Plisse DI.
Faroe das Team& Misses sad Mew
work. representative&
TUB NUN sag be toned at the tease-
Ong please.












I 4083 16 4134
a 4115 17  4109
$ 4139 18 4106
4 
4126 20 4088
4 4122 21 4080
/ 4125 22 4083
2 4128 23 4055
• 4105 24.. ..4085
16 4221 25 4081
11 4223 27 4057
Ill 4078 28 4034
14 4087 29........4031
16 4094 30 4097
a , 2 106,649
Average for April, 1906 4102
Average tor- A-pril.--1907 , 3411-
Increase •  *31
Personally appeared before me. this
May 2. 1908. R. D. MacMilleo, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of Ills
knowledge and belief.





The Besetting sin may become the
guardian angel.-Gannett.
THE PLANTER AND THE NIGHT
RIDER.
Were we in the night riding busi-
ness we should rather be tried for
Murder In Caldwell county. than seed
for damages in the federal court-
that is assuming that 'If we were In
that line, we would have BO con-
scientious scruples.
We do not suggest to the eight
riders, that hereafter they kilt their
victims InSrad of whipping them:
but recent developments do indicate
I contingency which even the alibi
;awyers of the night rider lodge never
anticipated: and we look for an es-
dos of whipped Hill Billies into
4eIghborIng states and a deluge of
lamage suits in the federal pug..
La that event, die night riders will
take what is coming to them. or-liVoY
ell; add murder to arson and AMUR
Lod battery. We doubt If even the
elastic legal machinery of Caldwell
!ounty would stand the strain of,
bloodshed long, and inertial law and
iummary justice might furnish some
Dr the leaders with permahent alibis
is to further earthly crimes.
It looked like a simple matter,
after county officials were drawn Into
the night older organization to go
ahead. feeling confident that county
3fficera, who were equally guiko with
them, would not dare to prosecute
them. If they should a night rider
inry would not convict them. But
their very immunity from punishment
proved their undoing. The poor chap
who didn't raise-tobacco, but did help
:he tobacco grower in his depredlo
eons. had fancied wrongs to aveoge.
deo, and political ends to accomplish,
tad he was in a position to force the
planter to aid Wel. They operated
mealy and boasted of their prowess.
flies the inevitable resulted. A law-
thidiog people could not forget in a
noment the traditions of centuries of
rood order and justice, and slowly
mblic sentiment. choked almost
miceless by the lawless hand that
lad It down. has wriggled free, gain-
ng strength by the exertion, and the
light riders are on the defensive.
They have lost their most power-
Si wawa ...polities: for that cuts no
'vire in the federal court. We thank
lod for the autocratic nature of our
iational courts. There the majesty
if the laW eta sapreine. amtere. Un-
wavering and inexorable. Malefic-
ors may well fremble and the incen-
eery speaker weaken lo that awful
present...
There is a lees°, In this for the
dbaceo plasters. The night rider
irgateizatiou is not an essential Part
,f the Plaoters' Protective apsocia-
ion: but all the night riders belong
a the apsocittitkrw There Wel env
111. dm-reins that tact. which is patent
.) eteenhody. Moro•er, the plant-
rs may nOt be responsible for the
ight riders; bet some of them have
een led Into a trap. It was nem
ieught they would meet, force with
arc.. then some were tricked and
her. were intimidated and when It
as too late they found thee the
istht riders were engaged la politics.
Pros:mil revenge and general devil-
eat, as well as carrying on the bat-
es or the tobseso plaato#4.
ma&
'agate administration was not overly
active JD prosecuting the people en-
gaged in lawlessness. The night
riders were admonished not to kill, if
they could belp it, not to resist ar-
rest and above all not to bring about
martial law. They were told about
the alibi, and as soon as anyone
learned of their operations and tbe
identity of the perpetrators, things
impossible to conceal, that one was
forced into the organlaatiou. Now
we have night rider doctors, night
rider lawyers, night rider preachers.
night rider mail carriers, and night
rider women and children.
People, who never owned a vod of
:and. people who never raised a plant
of tobacco in their lives, say they be-
long to the aseociation. Now .here Is
where the tobacco planter-the real
tobacco planter-aullere. He owns
land; a lot of the others do not own
anythigg- even -good - reputations.
For every act of lawlessness Or Con-
spiracy all are jointly liable: and if
a verdict of damages is returned
against 50 and only two own prop-
erty subject to exectitiou. Mime two
will have to pay' the whole judgment.
They are liable with their wealth
for every act of devilment committed
by the toughs with whom they are
banded, and they cannot get out of
it. They must stand by their asso-
ciates, and stand the coats of prose-
cutions and go on their poor asso-
ciates' bonds, else the poor fellow will
consider himself deserted and will
"turn state's evidence" against his
more prosperous Pal. It was a bad
day for the land owner, when he lis-
tened to the voice of the demagogue
and grafter and took the oath, which
binds his property in league with
characters he would not welcome Into
his -family.
Tobacco planters of the Purchase
have not gone so far into the busi-
ness as their neighbors east of the
Tennessee. They would do well to
take warning from what Is transpir-
ing, and limit their association to-
pace° planters, refrain from lawless-
nest and prevent others from com-
mitting ateirwful actS- In their name.
They have been warned repeatedly.
The way of the transgressor is hard.
East of the river the name associa-
tion has become synonymous with
night rider, because the association
takes In town people and country'
people, professional men, farm hands
and lerespoosible boys, and all these'
know the secret crimes of their lad
owning neighbors. and they may be
depended on, when they, have de-
veloped in lawlessness to the plane of
brigandage, to blackmail tbe land
owner. There is no such thing es
b000rlamong people who ride at
night and burn property, assault and
kill American citizens and shoot into
homes. where sleeping women and
children lie unprotected.
We speak thus frankly as to
friends, because frankness Is demand-
ed by the circumstances. Every man
must be in sympathy with the night
riders or against them. Every man.
who apologizes for them, or gets
angry when they are derounced,
must fat' under public suspicion.
These are critical times and one must
choose sides.
TO WHOM CREDIT 18 DUE.
Disregarding the work done by
fearless newspapers. that have pub-
/Sr-bed the news. and fearless newspa-
per correspondents, who have braved
threats of vengeance hi hunting out
the news and Sending it to the state
prosaJ.nei.posig tbs full iiqulty of
the night rider outrages, and molding
public opinion against them-we re-
peat, disregarding their work, as ev-
erybody else does when the work te
done, let us pay to Federal Judge
Evans and the federal jury the credit
for putting the finishing touches on
the pioneering efforts of the newspa-
per men against the crime of night
-With a ket n sense cei justice, and a
tesourcetulness gliteu to few mere
Judge Evans realized at the first trial
of the Hollowell cases that impar-
tiality was a practical Impossibility
with a jury chosen from the tobacco
growing section, and he determined
to exerelee the full power of his court
In order to secure a fair trial. sad he
stilt to Louisville for a jury of men,
who were not under the IsOueoce of
sympathy or intimidation. ,
It was a sacrifice those men made
!n coining to Paducah; but they per-
formed a citizen's duty, and they
hemselves con scarcely realise what
they have done for Kentucky. When
ebey signed that verdict they did
more than give the plaintiff 835.044)
of the defendants' money: they signed
the death sentence of night riding.
When Judge Evans set a *pedal
term to try this case. he Inconven-
ienced himeelf, and rode nearly WM
because he recognized -firer-1re-
gent necessity of settling this ques-
tion once for all anii immediately.
We, who have fought this evil, at
first in the face of threats of the
night riders' friends, and Ale. pro-
tests of timid citizens, thank the Judge
and jury. They have strengthened
the are of such men as County Judge
WeNe, Sheriff Edwards and County
Attorney Barnett. of Calloway. Judge
l.tobtfoot and Judas Reed. of Mc-
Cracken. Judge Onienbaugh and At-
torney Krone, of Lyon. and encour-
aged other ollichels to take a like
stand for law and order.
Mrs. A-"I can remember the day
when You begged me to say the word
that would Make you happy for life
Mr. A.-"I know-bet you said the
wrong word."-LIfe.
Johnny, what's a patriot*"
' A too who'd redder miss ...pin' is-
game dan go in on a ball knocked
over de fence by de eisitin' team "
Louisville t'olt ,ier-fournal
The path of ;Wry leads, but t (be
5he
MYSTERY
By Stewart Edward White
And Sawed Hopkiss Adams
Copyrigbt. we by Macho% Mille,
((natimmad from Mort Mons.)
"We polkaed into the open. There
be cast toe loose. He stopped singing
and burst into a rhapsody of disjoint-
ed words. Mostly German, it was a
wondrous jumble of the scientific and
poetic. 'Eureka' occurred at hater's's
Then be would leap in the air. It was
weird; It was distressing. Crazy? Oh,
quite! For the time, you understand.
If any of us should suddenly become
the moat potent individual in the
world, wouldn't he be apt to lose bal-
oney temporarily? One must make al-
lowances. There was excuse for the
doctor. He had reached the goal.
-Perry. you ghatt tie rewarded.' be
mid. 'You hat like a trump card
stuck by me. You shall bat riches.
Vold. what you will. You are young
your blood, runs red. With such riches
aothlt.gis beyone you. You could the
autiest tektite of Egypt explore. It is
JIMITTI to you such collections as have
e•-•er been gathered to make. • Wha:
oesil it be-weserabs, automats, pre
eletu4rle Inewlements? Amuse yourself
'nets Mad We shall be able the hills
eith usurious interest•to pay. What
will you ha??'
"I said 1'4 like a vacation if con-
venient.
'Presently.' ;be replied. 'There yet
remelts the guardianship" to beper
fected. Then to &'world astonished
and reopertful %WPM'S' Tonight we
celebrate. Isplay ru a rubber of Pin
ochks.'
••We played. Wens the greatest sie
eret of science resting .at our elbows
we ',hued. The doctor won. My
mind- was riag'strictte---on- the ganw-
Lu the morning the doctor snug flues
more I shall Dever hear its like again.
Was it a ueele or a mouth afore that':
I casino( remember. I fancy I was ex•
cited. , Then. too, there was soniething
ti the ataimplieresbout the laboratory
I don't know.. Imagination possibly.
Once we had a little manifestation-
the night that. tier nigger and Slade
were terrified by the rock fires. Days
or excitement aud pleasant. work, with
the little agleam) gruusbling more sulk-
ily all the time. l•have spent worse
days.
"Such Indifference as the doctor ilia-
phayed ton ad the volcano I hate lose
er kuouu. If I ventured to warn him
be uould us-sure um that there was no
cause fur alarm. I think be regarded
that little hell's kitchen as merely a
feed spout for big vast enterprise. 11e
felt a sort of affection toward It. He
was tolerant of Re petty fits of temper
That he completed his work before the
deatructiou came was sheer luck-
nothing else. The day before the out-
burst he came to me with a they vial
of compikuted design.
"Percy, I will at a reasonable price
sell this to you,' be said.
"'How much?' I Inquired, respond-
ing fb his playfulasse.
"'A bargain!' be cried gaily. 'Five
millious dollars! No Shall I upon •
needy friend hard peens? Never! One
One little million dollars!'
"'I haven't that amount with me,' I
began-
•• no account• ,' be declared airily.
%oat we shall hat many more times
as that. Gif me your C. O. D.'
-My I 0 UT I Inquired.
"'It makes no matter. See! I will
sir it to jou gratis.'
"Ile banded me the metal coutri
Vance. It WWI closed.,
-'"Inside Is a little, such a very lit•
tie. Not yet iss it arranged the motive
power to give forth. Otte more change
to be code that shall require. But the
other phenomena are all in this little
half gruel comprised. Later I shall
tell you more. Take it. It las without
price.' Ile laid his band on my shout
der. 'Like the love of friends,' besaid
gently."
In his upper waistcoat pock
et, Darrow brought out a vial, so tin)
that it rollea in the palm of his hand
fie contemplated it. lust in thought.
"Radium?" queried Barnett, with the
keen luterest of the licientist.
"God knows what It is!" said Dar-
row, rousing blinieef. "Not the per-
fected product. The doctor said that
when he gave it to me. If I could re-
member one-tenth of what be told we
that night! It is like • disordered dream,
a phantasmagoria of monstrous pow.
eta, lit up with an intolerable, almost
an infernal radiate. This much I did
gather-that Dr. Schenuerboru bad
achieved what the greatest minds be-
fore bile had barely outlined. Yes,
and more Becquerel, the CorMs.
Rutherford-they were playing with
the letters of the Greek alphabet, Al-
phas. G•mtuas and Rhos, while the
simple, gentle aid boy that I served
had read the secret. From the molten
eruptions of the racked earth he had
taken gases and potencies that are
nameless. By wbat methods of combi-
nation and refining I do not know, he
produced something that was to be the
final word of power. Control-control
-that was all that lacked.
""Reducaid to its simplest terms It
meant this 'rile doctor had something
as meets greater than radium as radi-
um Is greater than the pitchblende,
of which a thousand tone are melted
down to the one ounce of extract. And
the incredible energies( of this be pro-
posed to divide into departments of ac-
tivity. One manifeetatipo should be
light • light that would illuminate
the world. Another WAR to make mo-
tive power so cheap that the Trott of
tbe world 4uuld to due itr en hoar out
of the tiny Amor idea lie had of heal-
ing properties. Yes Ily was to cure
mankind, or kill, kill as no man had
ever killed, did he chooses. •rho armies
and navies et tbe powers would be






Save the PeaniLs and the
Dollars Take Care of
• Ihemsebs
For Friday we offer some very at
tractive erioes on the i-tinituer neer-
etio# of every household. Did you
-.vier notice how quketl) thew smalko
necessities go Into the dollars? Tele
advantage of the opportuuit) and ksi
n a supply.
These prices continue Friday (pa)
-art night.
3 cards of Hooks- and Eyes:, Ilk'.
1 pair Dress Nhileilde, 3c.
3 dumeu lean i Bottum, 110e.
6 ?pools of Field's Hest Spool
1‘4144u,
1 dezeu Fancy Hutton', all sizes,
3c.
1 deem Gold or ti rod Rullet
Rattome 13e.
1 bet of Haar Pius 3tec.
1 box of colored Fratierimme.
12 yards, 13e genet). sti.e.es.
lot Dress
nettle, 1,1 off.
1 pair of Sebes/ea, litc.
3 papers of Pins, like regular
10c Pius, in say size.
3 cube Fancy is, 2.34-, black or
elate and colored ohms top,
regular 10e. each.
1 Fancy (ilk and Leather Belt
ill.-.
1 lesitu.y Rack Conde 29e.
Vieuts, $1 gauss', regular 3dc
quality, in stalk finish, tape
elattuld•-re.
1 dose,' Ilatelkereediefe. 341e. in
indite,' pretty frit.% her pat.
• ellITS,
pal; lend Silk (Moves, $1.
Mack or Widow regular $1.30
tibiae.
12 yards Domestic, $1. .36 inch
wide, best quality weft fieleh
bleached cameo.
10 yank- leovalle. $1. Roo
geode 36 inch levcalut, ht mut
dietion. Cut in it; yard ma-
terna, $1.
10 yard. tosignani. OW, tiood
quality tiinghaso,
retail. 10 yard* OW.-
10 yards Lawn. 51k-.32inch
la id regular 13.- quality, 
pretty and sheer.
:1 bunch.'.. seam Braid 124-.
Whites or 4-4.iercal, siren" de-
sign,
.1 hail. of Darning c.o.s., Iii-.
liout black Duralag Cueten, in
lance rail's.
1 Hair Coombe 7c. Best quality
Hair Comb iss fine and ,-oar,'.
it papers of Needles, 14)c.
lar,:ir quality, hs ally sive.
tattoo of metals, the screening of gray-
¶y---does this mound like delltlum?
Setortioesa 1 thilak le was, - --
"That night he turned Over to me the
key of the large chest sud his ledger.
The latter he bade me read. It was
• complete Jumble. You have seen it.
We were up a good part of the eight
with our pet volcano. It was suffer-
ing from internal disturbauees.
the .1pctor would say indulgently.
when se particularly active rock cause
bounding down our way. 'Little play-
antics-to-ezhthit now that the work Ins
finished.' $
"In the morning be instated on tuy
leaving him alone and geltig flown to
give the orders I took the ledger. in-
tending to send It aboard. It waved
my life possibly. Solomon's bullet de-
fleeted slightly, I think. In passim:
through the beau paper. Slade has
told you about my flight. I ought to
have gone straight up the arroye. yet
I could barely have made IL I did not
see him again-the doctor. My last
glimpse-the old man- I remember now
bow the gray had spread through hes
beard-be was growing old- it had
been aging labor lie stood there at
his laboratory door, sod the mountain
spouted and tbundeted behind.
"'We will *name to suit properly
glf it,' he said he I left him. 'It shall
make us as the gets. We Will call It
oriestlume
'I left Wm there snalling-ssolline
happily. The greatost force of his age
-If he had lived. Vero wise. vel7 mbar
pie a kind old child. May I trouble
you for a tight? Thanks.
-
(To be continued is west bone.)
RIVER NEWS 
The rIver c,mibed another .g up the
bank shire yesterday, and this morn-
rig the gauge mad :15.8. The wind
was In the youth, and the weather
cloudy Hula neva was good as usual
v.ith the packets.
The H W Buttorff arrived :hest
night from Clarksville, Tenn , and oh«
pulled out today at noon for Nash-
ville on her regular trip
The lihk Fowler made her regular
trip to csero yeeterday, and arrived
at the wharf last night at 7:341. Shit
left Cairo at 2'2(t Welles*,
There WAIN no levamoville packet to-
day RN the reoaka Mee not b•'011
billed on the powifw, is John
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
Do Not Jeopardize Your Future
Startling Proof of His Strange Powers He Mysti•
lies His Callers. The World's Grealest












oUT ASKING A SINGLE
QUESTION, TELLS NAME.,
AGE AND OCCUPATION
Ole EVERY CALLER, NO
CAN THE, FUTURE BE
TOLD.
ARC, TM IN TROUBLE OF
'ANY KIND?
Discontented, unhappy, or
not _satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or past trou-
bles that annoy you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, you will be told of
them and receive the proper
advice.
110W TO OVERCOME ALL
TROUBLES.
Your pest, 'your present life
and your entire future, and
everything ran be told by con-
sulting . this world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who is the greatest master of
corset 'clear/ and psychic.,
pieces the world has ever
known. His predictions are
always correct, and never roil







mation regard'ng all kinds of
business, law sults, claims.,
e011ections, investments, spec-
Illations, changes wile, pen-
sions, losuranee, deeds, mort-
gages, WitrIIIN, inventions and
all financial difficulties.
HE WILL TELL YOU WHAT
YOU CALLED P011,-ANY-
THING YOU WANT TO
KNOW -- ADVICE THAT
WILL DO GOOD.
LOVE. 41 #1' RTSH IP AND
• MARRIAGE.
Gives truthful revelatioas •
In all love affairs, trembles,
marriages, family dillicultief
and divores, nettles lowers'
quartets, gives blame 'of the
one you will marry and date
of marriage, how to win the
Man or woman you love, etc.
HOW TO CONTIR4H. AND
FASCINATE A N YO N K
-1011C-latelfIC ASV ADMIltit
No matter what Your life
has been I will start yueu right
again. I will tell yes bow to
control friends avid enemies.
Thousands have become happy
by taking my advice. With-
out 'your asking one question
I will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
uheu you will marry. Call
and I will seed you away hap-
pier, wiser and bolder that
before; the sad and broken-








322 8. /()L'I.C111 ST.
The Harvester left today for Casei-
"'the after a tow of coal faie-111. West
Kentucky Coal company.
The Sahli's) left St. Loifis badge
and she will arrive tomorrow en FOute
to the Tenn.-aaee river.
The (ehattanoogs loft today at
noon on her regular trip up the Tea-
netoiee diver. She had • big cargo
with 14140 sacks .of potatoes, 990
bean.. .1,500 boxes of fruit
jar*. GOO boles of soda and other Mts.
.celleneous freight.
The George Cowling made her reg-
ular trip from Metropolis today, and
1;lidlanessa go. od freight and paseenger
Mille repairs are being made or.
the Bettie Owen. the Ormelag Is doling
Moot of the passenger and freight
bueinem from Illinois.
Ttie Royal arrived today from Gol-
conda on time with a good trip.
The J. IS Williams Is en route sip
the Ohio with a tow of empties.
The Pacific and the Lakeland hay..
left ',Quenelle with big tows of mai
belied for the Creacont City
The Golden Rod, the I Kb, holler.
tender. which left here recently on her
trip up the Ohio, has laid up at Cie
Monett
(mblal Forrewid•.
The Ohio at Evientoille will rh-.
become Slationart. At Alls Vernon
Will continue rising until Thqrsdr,
reaching es feet or slightly O•elf. At
Paslueeh and Cairo will con tin UP
.; Mos. re-totting between 43.,0 and
4.1 7. feet at Cairo
The Tennessee at Florence and
lithrerten, not Much change during
I the next Il I hours At Johnainnville,'
will continue, falling for 24 hour*
Automobilists and Boat Owners
SPECIAL NOTICE
We have seenri ii the Services of C. I). ROBINSON,
of St. Louie, to repair every description of Gaso-
line Engines, such as automobiles and gasoline
boats and gasoline engines of (very description.
We make a specialty of adjusting mixing valves
and carbertonrs, at the lowest prices in the city.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Work called for and
delivered without eNtra charge. . .•
Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.



































Cows • little more thaw the imurioss slum
or phosphate of lama powders. but with




• THE LOCAL NEWS••
• •
IN METROPOLIS
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40054
Broadway. Photer4196.
-Forms for reaetatete -agents for
sale at title office.
- Mr.-11. C. Hollins has left the
city fur a few months, and I have ac-
quired an Interest in his business and
shall look after It for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of 1t will receive prompt at
tention ltuu will call up The Sun
oMi Both phones 358.. E. J. Pax-
ten. •
--Yee can give epu the lineal ear-
l' ages in lb. (It) for _wedding. ball
• and theater calls. Our peeps are low-
• er than there charged for like service
1n any city in Atuerir a Our service
is epicene to none, and the best In thie
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
Mrs. Wilson Hankins and daugb-
11.r. Miss Lena, are visiting relatives




Miss LuTa Edgar. *hose home is in 
/WU-Yesterday at nit- ntit-el eratirl -- --- -
Miesourt, but formerly worked here 
Theeeeremony was performed by the Bide for Waitisg Room. I
for Mr Schottle. has again accepted 
Rev. G. T. Sullivan, of the Broadwarl Bids for the construction of a wait-
s pmeition with him and le now filling 
Methodist church. They are promi-,ing room at Oak Grove cemetery will
same. . 
tient young people of Carrsville. Dr be opened by the cemetery committee
Mr and Mrs. Willis Gurley were 
Kibler Is here In attendance upon the ,of the general council this Afternoon.
railed to New 'Columbia the latter 
Southwestern Medical society meet- The estimates are to be for time cop-
per! of 'ast week by the 
death of a ins. The couple will return home retraction of a hostile of either frame,
sifter ref Mr. Gureeme . 
after spending a fe* days in the eity• brick or concrete.
... •
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Dance fur Carp, Diem Club at heresy
Place.
Mr. Gus Legeay entertained the
Carpe Diem club with a dance at his
home on the Cairo road last evening.
The merry party from town went out
in wagons and the occasion was a
jolly one.
D. A. R. (lumpier sailed Meeting for
Saturday.
The Paducah chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution, is called
to meet with Dr. Delia Caldwell, 735
Broadway. on Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clmk. Dr. Caldwell is chairman
of the D. A. R. Memorial Fountain
committee and has just received from
leorado Taft. the sculptor, pictures of
his design, giving three elews. The
meeting of the chapter is called to
see these pictures and discuss the
letter from Mr. Taft. The design,
Mr. Taft writes, can be made for the
amount that the chapter has on hand.
Paducah (book Marry in Nashville.
.The marriage of Miss Maud Babb
and Mr. Thomas Curley, of this city(
which took place last Thursday in
Nashville, Tenn.. has just been an-
nounced. The ceremony was solemn-
lied by the Right Reverend J. B.
Murphey at the Nashville cathedral.
The bride is a pretty and attractive
young woman and was formerly
stenographer for the J. W. Little
spoke factory. She has been visiting
in Nashville for two weeks, where,
Mr. Curley joined her. Mr. Curley is
an engineer on the Illinois Central
railroad and a popular youtg man.
Mr. and Mrs. Curley have arrived
home and are temporarily at the resi-
dence of Mrs. W. J. Foster, 431 Ken-
tucky avenue*
••18/11/0
11.1111 relatlyee. Mr. Claum it
• Chattanooga for two A • -•k:
Mrs, 13. Wolfe has returne! to Chi-
cago.
Me. Ben Pues has returned from
Mayfield.
W. H. Loving and W. C. Bryan have
returned from Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wimberly are
the (meets of Mir. and iS116. John
Count a.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Michaelson
and child have returned front Cairo.
Mae Willie Hester has returned to
her home at Mayfield.
Mrs. Don Gilberto and Ws* Nellie
Thomas have returned from Cairo.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Holland and
Mx. A. B. Beale, of Murray, are in
the city.
Mr. Arbie McGregor, Of Louisville.
Is the guest of Mr. Attie Rotrests.
Attorney Charles Graashatu and
Mies Mettle Brown, stenographer.
went to EddevIlle this morning to at-
tend court.
ludge A. J. G. Wens, and his law
partner, R. T. Wells, returnee to Mur-
ray this morning after attending the
Hollowell trial,
W. B. Kennedy and Rudolph Nagel,
tobacco brokers, went to 'Murray this
morning.
Miss Hattie Sargent, 1420 North
Eighth street, who was yesterday op-
erated upon at the Riverside hospital,
Is resting well today, her friends will
be glad to learn.
Mr. George Ross, of South Sixth
street. who Is ill of pneumonia. is re-
ported worse today.
Misses Myrtle King and' Victoria
Welker visited friends in Paducah
Sunday.
hr. Fleeter spent Sunday In Brook.:
port with his son, ilotlite.
A large number of creimed people
wIll len•e Monday for the strawberry
fit•Ids near Vela Ridge.
- if you want a nice lawn sow The, city council last night failed
Brunson's lawn grass seed. Flower in IN' appointment of a night Ponce.
teed that grow. Brut:eon's Flower The mayer recommended Mr. Itelyew.
Shop. 525 Broadway. but the coigne') tarried him down by
Cameras, Cameras, and a vote of 5 to 3. This leaVes 
Me-
o4trepells with but one police officer. ak supplies of all minds at R. D.
Clements & Co. 
ae Mr. Munaes time was up in April.
He continued to per until last nigh&- Strew and Panama bats cleaned.
believer. when he resigned. The
guatattleed. New York Shine prior.
.4(i • le Itroad way . ma
yor will aPPeent some. one.
For hour* bombers. dbor plates,
. brass stencils. brats and aluminum 
The Detester Wiest
' checks of all lends, -rubber type signs, In the 
night riders' Wale alibis
are the hest' di-fm's.', and the High
. markers. See The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South Third. Phone 35s. 
school boom foeowed in the path last
night when Will Rock was tried for
A :tee box re noir exterminator will
r ii „it h„„, Qf thu
mp mean roaches, the mitime•r of Edwin Drew. He es-
tate-a. or rale.' Your money back if it 
on an alibi' -Brain 
reorms"
di melte Kanaleiter, the gnwer. • 
wet.. omitted by the young lawyers.
and the whole time for the defense
  • Architect A. I.. Lassiter is cum-
-lee...ring plane for a handle-am« Tiro-
• toil, brick reeidenee at Twente-
4-1-11111 1.15,1.44 and Broadway. for Airs.
Is
1: I Mallete. Bids will be received
0
1.
oil the !mildew the first of next week.
ehaeles- teltrintern-dre the 5-Year-
old rn of-Centractor feleJeard. of the
road, Was kiek,iJ by a mule
Mirerlay afternomm and severely bust.
fir. Robinson. of Sharp, attenled hint
He la' tooting well todey and It is
thought will recover.
Merchants demeiring to have The
et)ereriosse Ilr. Itagies all at that,
mere. rail eittler phooey ND. 35.1.
J K fleece ante Al IMvilson welt





In the mind of the ammon-
iate hoorevate, spring clean-
ing and hug eatetatinators are
indissolubly linked - a d
rightly so.. Hug extermina-
tors, Mysore powders and moth
balls ire as nassuary to base
eleaultig is soap and water
and We love the beet line Of
them that van he bought. We
handle the Diamond Brand of
pore Delmatian Insect Powder






itk & Broadway BsihPb.sesfl
1 Patrolman Canter Jones, whore
officio] nitiftber Is 14., says the "Mys-
terious Rallies" was mistaken in W-
ing he saw a cop by that nentber In
the Easy theater Monday afternoon.
The patrolman hiss the Unica station
heat and was at the station at the
!time he was said to have been at the
ltheater, Th
e notice caused Mr. sues
to get a "call down" from Chief Col-
'Boa 'tot being off his heat during his
Ithift. but hi ease?' proved his inn°.
%letting lituplm• Marry Here.
Miss Lucile Daniels and Dr. W. G:
Miss Rose English returned to her
home In Louisville today, after a pleas
ant %eve to 11r. and Mrs. 14. G. Rey-
nolds. Sixth etreet and kentuAy ave-
nue.
The little son of e. A. Wells, of
of danger.
at the Armour plant yesterday, le out
Fourth and Monroe streets, who fell I
. NEWS OF couRTs i
Mr. Will Feher, son of Postmaster
Frank M. Fisher, Is imeroving raeld- Di Circuit 
Coon.
ly from his operation for appendicitis Judge William Revd. _Sas 
.again
at Riverside hospital. unable to preside In clrouit 
court to-
Dr. 0. -A. Eoldleman, of Sbarp, re- day and Special Judge Hend
rick was
Iturned home this morning. after at- on the bench.
lending the medical aseociallon - A 
Judgment for $1h2.2e was given
John D. Smith -has resigned his C. W. Katterjohn againet C.
 D. War-
poritton as clerk at the Eddyville peh- tem and he was adjudged 
to have a
itenitary on account of his health. lie lien against the defendant
's property.
will reside in Packicale The suit of C. 3. keene
r agaluet A.
Mrs. James McGregor, ofeDawson Pollock was compromised 
for $212.22
Springs. Is the guest of her &tighter, The sell was to recover t
he value of
Mrs. W. C. Rickman, litin Bridge a d:antond which the 
Jeweler ordered
street. for W. E. Johnson. 
.
T. L. Roeder. deputy jailer, has so The master commi
ssioner reported
far improved from the wound mei- the sale of the eandereou
 wall paper
dentally ettlIcted on himself by a re- stock to J. J. Sanderson for $1.4/
00.
viner dropping from his pocket, that ktabbi Meter Lovett was e
lven
Was used in establishing an alibi. he wills be removed to his 
home to- judgment against the Palmer ',Trans-
where he was the hour the murder morrow from Riverside hospital. 
! er company in circuit court for $72.-
*AP SI1p1141S.'d 141 have been commit-I Miss Pearl Campbell. 616 
Ken- 25 for dameges dere( his hand-gripe.
fed. fie was defended by Edward Welty avenue, will leave tomor
row entrusted to the tranefer company
Cave and Eisen! Mitchell and Frank for Elizabethtown to 
visit fen4 several for delivery from the Union Passen-
lentetiburg and Edwin Randle prose-'weeks. 
'ger station:
euted him. Mr. S. E. Clay presided! Little Fred Smith. of 17441 Ilarre 
Without prejudice the suit of S.
as judge. and George Scott was son street, who 
was injured yester- lemeofieid against the Illinois Central
railroad was die:missed. but it will be
brought again and the Powell-Rogers
company will - be made a defendant
with the railroad. He sues for $27G
•   on ten boxes of elothem shipped 
(rem
Louisville.
Joe B Leavlson versus the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing company
was confirmed until tile next term. C.
N Wheeler and W. F. Wadi...haw. Sr.,
were appointed by Jude, Reed as true
tees for Mrs. -Susie W. Hodge, to set-
tle her Texas estate.
All nets continued from this nes-
Kern will be tried on the seventh day
of the succeeding term
S. Fels Brother & Rubel were
given a judgment against the Mer-
chants and Miners Transportation
A4,11.: lie -444'414104.__T EA I 'II E It 
company and the Nashville. Chatta
WEEPS AT THE VERDICT. no
oga & St. Louis Railroad company
for $127. nee value of a box of mer-
chandise lost in transit.
The suit of Taylor & Lucas against
Mrs. Anna Scott for $1.500 claimed
dire them as a fee In a damage sult
against the Illinois Central Raeroad
company. which. It is alleged, was
dismissed over the attorneys' protest.
wee continted uutil Judge Reed is
able to sit in the mere Special :lodge
Hendrick being one of the. attorneys
for the plaintiffs:
Alleged Robbery Cases Peened.
The case agalust Will Taylor and
Will Shearer, alias Will Orr, was con-
tinued in pollee court this morning
until Saturday. It is alleged that they
knot-Iced Charles Thomas in the bead
at the High school building and rob-
bed him of a ring. The ring was
found in possession of Jim Buford.
a colored barber on South Third
street. Buford says Shearer sold him
the ring and Shearer in turn ha)13 he
The world says only good things
stout awn who are dead but not
stout those who are dead broke.
- •
sheet! The jury was composed of day. Is resting 
well today.
ISuperintendent, J. A. Carnattee. Wit- Mr. I.. S. elampitte left at 
noon
'lam Wilielm, George RawleIgh. today on the steamer C
hattanooga.
Chester Keith, ler. Powell and Mr. for ebattanoesa on a 
',kelt to ftiends
Mud.
The witnesses for the.,. defense
were: Robert Rock. Lucien Burnett,
Harold Williamson. George Shelton
:end Hoy Illnewlscher. For the prose-
cuteen the wittiemserewere: H. Hum-
mel, Os.-al (theatre Horace Terrell,
Edward tlilson and Claude Epper-
heimer. Sant Sloan was the coroner.
TOP DON'T HAVE TO w.trr
Wary erne stakes you 'setae:tee Lee Co
IL.spe raw abut. 4•111dos rislit Sold os lbe
11 es44-Ssels phis 4voryirsere. Price 53.15*..
A touching incident at the Close of
the Hollowell ttlal was when W. P.
Black, an aged school teacher of
Caldwell county, broke down and
cried when he heard the verdict., Mr.
Black wae a witness for the plaintiff
and In sympathy with him and his
wife In tneir troubles, but when it
was linal:y stated that 12 men be-
Ileved the defendants, who had been
-141aeles lit ete.beiele avers
guilty of the horrible outrage be
cored not restrain his tears. The old
gentleman expressed the hope that
the verdict, whilst falling haul on the
defendants, would deter' them and
others from ever attempting such a
thing again and would result in good
to the state.
I %•;1'0'II .1111'1, %V 1.4 i 11`i BUTS'
AT I Nem\ ST eT1IIN REIT.
Green is a strong fa-
vorite this season in neck-
wear, shirts and furnish-
ings. Also combinations
of 'green for suits; green
grays, green blues, green
browns.
Then we have fancy
vests and han,dkerchicfo to
carry out the harmony.
Nature makes the man,
but our styles help to make
the Master Man.
First showing of green
combination in stocks.
merlamred. continued until Tburs-
day. Rubbery- -Will Taylor and Will




Master Commie:enter Cecil Reed
now has two printing asetablhihruente
on his hands to manage. He was ap-
pointed receiver of the Kentucky
Printing company by Special Judge
Hendrick this morning, and was or-
dered to take charge of the affairs of
the company and either rent the plant
or hire some one to run it as he may
thin& the best interests of the credit-
ors require. The receiver wee ap-
pointed on motion of J. R. Grogan.
ome of the creditors, who filed an affi-
davit to :support of his motion. The
mutter commissioner is already in
(-barge of the Register.
HOLLOWELL CASE
(('ontinueml from page. one.)
Nearly all the defendants are prop-
erty owners, and many of thew
wealthy planters.. Thom who tome
property liable to- execution will hay,
to pee the judgment if the bight.:
courts sustain the verdict.
End of Night Riding.
It je the general belief that the
reerult'of this case will put an end to
night riding. Influential men and
property owners, , whose connection
with the organization has been its w-
ettest protection, will be afraid to par
ticipate in any more raids lest they be
tnuicted in damages, even if they call
not be convicted in state courts.
It is also predicted that many peo-
ple, who have been' run out of the
slate, will institute suits in the fed-
eral court, and others will leave the
state and bring suit afterwards (0
damages.
In many counties in the Black
Patch it has neon Impossible to indict
rilght riders, because the organization
is tO strong night riders get on the
grand juries, and many county offi-
cials are either in sympathy with them
oi antmidated by them.
At the close of the trial of the Hol-
lowell causes at the regular Merit
term Judge Evan* declared that he
would get a jury front a non-tobacco
growing section, and one 'col:Wooed
of Men not members of any assoela-
lion that would prejudice their rbinds.
Aermuming that he wilt- pursue the
-Ione policy in regard to any other
night rider cases that may be brought
in federal court, the night eiders'
,11:ef reliance. influence on Meal offi-
lats and courts will be taken away
ems them.
. ...-
The speeches of the attorneys In
the case yesterday evening were
among the strongest ever delivered
In a Paducah 'court room especially
that of Attorney John 0.. Miller, Sr..
who made what was probably the
crowning effort of his life In his plea
fer the plaintiffs. Mr. Miller spoke
an hour and.'tee minutes and his argu
meet no doubt had force with the
jury.
The Charge to Me Jury.
The mime was given to the jurors
last lemming at 6 o'clock eut they
were immediately *recurred apd did not
consider the case at all until this
min-eine at 5:30, when court was
-onvened and 'the jury retired.
The arguments and charge of Judge
Kiana orruffed t*e 4Valle afternoon
.Esston yesterday. the attorneys
speaking four hos,'41. while Judge gr-
ans' charge was an hour in duration.
and was most forceful and efhaustive
covertrtg the law on the question of
all points at issue in addition to a
minute analeels of the evidenee.
As in the' charge to the previous city
jury Judge Evans announced that Of
the 7 SI witnesses who testified, many
etatemenis Meng In direct conflict and
Impossible to reecrecik•. he einhed his
faith to the testimony given by young
Price Hollowell, son of the plainUff,
and stated it would be impieselble for
him not to believe the boy was tell-
ing the truth.
Judge glans frequently admooished
the. jurors that they might If they de-
serecie disregard anything he had to
say in commenting on the case other
than on the po'nts of law, but said
that the case was se impartane and
the evidence so conflicting, he felt It
his duty to &Feet the jury where pos-
eible in sifting the evidence, that In
the moss of testimony Important is-
sues might not be overtooked.
In commenting upon the pretreat
conditions In the state the court said
It wee a matter of hiatory that dewy-
lotions were being committed and in
the name of the amarciatIon. He did-
tot think any fair man would say that
the fanners did not have a rtglit to
organize for their betterment to oh-
'Ma a fait price for their products,
but that Dotting would excuse the con
duct of those who band together and
ke" en Ott •les is the Oh# tte
1
DELFT1
Hart has the agency for the
genuine Delft Enamel Ware.
It is a beautiful dark blue and
white mottled on the outside
and pure white on the inside.
Guaranteed against chipping,
leaking and against the action
of acids. Perfectly pure and
sanitary. Don't fail to ex-
amine it. Every piece branded.
I GEO. 0. liART& SONS CO.
Incorporated, 
ilabeertheon Ineardimg want stils la
the Sew wIll kindly pessember. that
all each hews are to be pen ter wham
the ad is Warted, the side aillifffilag
to every ewe without exception.
FOR RENT-Nice large--fiiiaa
room. 419 South Third.
FOR heating and storeiroOd
427. P. Levin.
FOR RENT-Four room house on
.G.lay. street near 16th. Hank Bros.
OVERSTREEtte the painter. Old
phone 2559.
FOR RZyr-Three room house
1030 . Monroe street. F. M Fishr.
WANTED-An experienced Inoue-
lace solicitor. Address T, care Sun.
WANTED-Second-band furniture.
Call old phone 691.
F- RANK HIPGARTT. 1i:festering
contractor. Prompt attention to job-
bing. Phones 1833.
FOR RENT-Two houses, 614
Clay and 527 North Sixth Modern
improvements. Inquire 533 N. Sixth.
mil su a(
Marriage Licewnea. ;.'aintIff or those who engage in night
W. Herblike and Lucile Daniels eddeg of an - descriptions and steed
that any Juror who would excuse such
le:predations would be uneorthy of a
place on any jury, and would merit
the condemnation of a law-abiding
people
"Gentlemen, the or-marline-es of the
:met two years have brought about a
most remarkable state of affairs," he
said. -My find in the countees of
Caletwell, In Trigg, Chrhelan and Lo-
gan that Oodles of men go armed and
tinder the cover of darkness perpet-
nee revolting mentor. They do not
edverese their coming or seek open
day, but go in the night time and de-
serve property and attack sleeping .auled. Will sell at a targets. Ad-
rithene, as In the case 04 Hebert 1401- dream V. I. Knowles. care Inn,
lowell, whom they tore from his fam-1 FOR §-A-4 U•-i-f-1 bargain, sorsa-,
 
eily said beat blaa with bent whiPs. ruse Maio a*, brisk house.
best-ibeit his wife and, geetieniest. fat gimp, s. ymitelmith Strut' be.
lagroe and Madison. /Hag
• t. -or
Der& Filed.
W. T. Moore to W. T. Graves, lots
In Worten's addition. :leo._
In Police Court.
There were more plain drunks In
police court this morning than In
some time, and everv defendant was
fined $1 and cods. image It H Fur-
year oecupied the their In the absence
of ledge Cross. The docket was:
!Munk- -Ed Date. C. B Slavery. Jcffin
eleahamp, $1 and 4-u5t:s. Drunk and
disorderly--Joe Hunter, dismissed.
Selene liquor to a nvInor--Dan Galvin
contented until Raturday. •earrying
a weapon concealed -Tobe Gorden,
colored. $25 and ten dee, in jail. (M-
entes, property by false pasepars
aa-
W If Johneon, treatlateel until Set-
s ' t
Washington. May unusual
scene was enacted on the floor of the
Renate, when Senator Teller, In a tone
audlhie in the galleries, angrily
checked Jeff Davis' conversation with
Senator Pay nee. Senator Teller had
risen to speak, when Mr. Davis but-
tonholed Senator Paynter In the aisle
Immediately behind hint. The senator
from Arkansas, evidently In a merry
mood, was standing with his aria
akimbo when Senator Teller froze
him with a look.
'•If you want to talk," he snapped.
GET 011T that old suit of last year "continue your conversation in the
and have it cleaned and pressed by cloak room."
Davis. red in the face left the
chamber. Paynter. with evident em-
barrassment. sought his seati,
ond hand fireproof combineatIcre safe.
WANTED-2 unfurnished rooms
downstgies. Ring 95-5--hew phone.
Wer Sale.
Gasoline launch 22 feet long, 6
horse-power, 10 Miles an hour. Phone
423.
STRAW HATS called for, cleaned
and delivered. South Side Pressing
club. Both phones.
ARTS-& MASON successors to Mt.
J. W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
street. All kinds of fixture and other
carpenter work. .
PASTURAGE-Two hundred acres
good, shady, plenty water and mole
grass than 100 horses can eat Apply
John W. Roof. Phones 745.
FOR SALE-Eggs from prise win:
ner Plymouth Rocks. Silver Laced
Wyandottes, Rhode Island Reds, $2
per 15. Kendall BaChmann, Winona,
Miss.
COOK WANTED-Old phone 2123.
FOR SALE-Typewriter, Reming-
ton No. 7, and 'typewriter desk, both
good as new. Will sell cheap. R. S.
Van Loon. Cochran Apartments. Old
phone 1386.
- LADY AGENTS WANTED to sell
our Magic Furniture Gloss and Magic
Carpet Cleaner. Needed in every
home. Ready sellers and big pay to
agents. No investment. Address,
with reference, Superior Filter and
WANTED iitaidard make se*--11,itia1ty Co., Louisville, Ey-
ing machine. Will pay cash for bar- •ON ACCOUNT of ieave,g the city
gain. Ring 394.  will sacrifice one nearly new Smith-
FOR MOVING, hauling, packing or premier typewriter, one extra good
picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones. roll top desk, one typewriter desk.
George Rock. , two desk chairs and one large rug.
WANTED--A motor boat guaran- Don't "wake up" too late. See me
teed ten Miles up river. Box 667, today. W. J. Westfall, No. G, 
Yeiser
building.
-1e0R SALE--Four-room house and
lot in Mechanicsburg. A bargain at
$260. Address "Bargain." care San.
3. Z. MORGAN borne abuts&
mienl repairing, rubber Hirano 4VIP
Month Third,
WANTED---An intelligent lady to
solicit. Call 227 North Seventh
street between 2 and 4 p. rn
-GAR P ION"' ER contractor.Prompt
attention to repairing. Cali E. le
Moore. New phone 528.
-Ft1 RN ITU R E XC HANGR- Pa y s
hest price for furniture and stoves.
205 South Third. New phone 0111-a.
FOR SALE- A-No. -1 good Mitch
cow, the only kind worth keeping
S. B. Caldwell. Old phones 867 and
789.
BICYCLE REPAIRS-Phone 1015
new phone, and we will call for and
deliver work promptly. Welkert &
Hogg 126 North Fifth.
WANTED-A thoroughly experi--
sliced riding saddlemairer to take
charge of this department: must be
experienced in making all kinds of
riding saddles. Steady emplommeut
to a first class mechanic. Write at
once. Southern Saddlery Co., Chat-
tanooga, Teen;
JEFF DtVIS REBUKED.
James Duffy, South Nlash near Broad-
way, and it will look like new:
FOR fil-.41:-. 6ne new and one sea.
Paducah Printing ahd Book Binding
Corapaay.
FOR ,RENT--Ten room dwelling.
1219-1221 Trimble street. only $16,
BI'STILIAN4 MAY NOW DEPART.
Washington, May le - United
States Minister Heimke notified the
state department from Guatemala
Including water. Apply M. J. Fried- City that President Cabrera had.
man, 128 South Third. after several conferences, issued a
- FOR -ReSPV--  Two front office guarantee to the 
Honduran govern-
ment for the safe conduct out or
Guatemala Of General °quell Beath,
los, the rpeelal Honduran agent, who
-FOR- REST- Wree -nt house. 
has been a refugee In the Mexican
431 Adams street. Apply to 202 
legation at Guatemala City since the
North seventh street. Old phone 
recent attempt on the life of Cabrera.
This Information Is regarded here as
gal3so2511.ne engine. Franklin make. Solt- complications likely to result from
l'oft SA1•11"--4:111. 14 144141.4111w41. the only possibility of International
most satisfactory and am eliminating
able ft f gasoline boat. Newly over- the incidentIll fpeihig had 
begun
rooms. between Fiftb and Sixth on
Broadway, will be vacant May 27. H.
F. Singleton. Phone 119.
to develop in both Mexico and Hon-
duras and in Guatemala against sorb
of these eountrIell, all of which will
be followed by the peaceful departure
cs2 a.s.ral limailiosi He had heett
accused of .eomplIcity in the plot
•






Every mother feels a
great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
I of her life. Becoming
a inottut shouldidse e t tote of Pig to all, bat the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal mates its enticipation one el' misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
• pain and danger of maternity; thia hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy"; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions aris
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and th•
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's moiner,s
Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will ir en
be sent to any address free upon application to
ORADF2120 INEOVIA TOR 00., AUirmea, Oa,
• • -
•
Cbrictine County muddle. • Cale* rearcto- Hoiteful.
G̀ 'llopkinsvIlle. KY.. Ma% I 3.—Thekro rwtr,gi:J° KY- Ma). 11.—raiA• the forkeeing state-
Chiestian county ehrievalty muddle! :encernine his idea ofeGovernor
deve loped a row phase to lay when the ‘s'itI00n'5 itsrdozting intentions:
Republican attorneys In the now noted I While the ionventIon of the gover-
fight for office., got the cape into the Hors at Washiegtou ought to be of
(spurt of comets. Formal notke wos great importance to the state, and
served this morning on circuit Judge ;doubtless wit' be. and while it is the
Thnmas C°43-ki. at Eird-YvItte• ituttliluty of Goverror WITlicn to-be-
there.
tte y would appear tomorrow before ;1 ani pat ry be cculd not hand down a
the appeliate court at Frankfort and !declsioti in my cane tiefera leaving.
enter a ureCon for a writ of Probthi- lint I have this coneolatioa, the more
Hen to prevent his honor from .mak- time the govcrnor puts to the investi-
ing pernranent his writ ,it prohiht- Itration of the reord in my case, and
tiro, r• molly granted, to estop Coulee' the ,ore thoroughly he understands
Judge Charlis 0. Prowse tent pansing!the .anie, the' more 'sure I am of re-
on injunction prooielliegiletituted I lief. A fair, igamartial, judicial h. ar-
by the Republican elaimae, aeon M.ling is all I have asked for."
Reeehaw. to oust Ii Id ith from,
the tie-ears office, and to prevent his ofeo.rfetty Recommended foe mow.
.terving process. matism.
0. G. Higbee, Danville. Ili., writes,
December 2. 1901: "About two years
largo I was laid up for four months
with rheumatism. I tried Ballard's
1Srow Lininiento one bottle cured me."I can cheerfully recommend it to.
all suffering from like alliction'o25e,
150c and $1.000. .1. H. OehIchlaeger.l Lang Bros.. C. 0. Ripley.
I The I.:vette% alete—lee_a
Beat Heak-r in the world.
Rev. F. Starbird, of Ea-st Ray-
mond, Maine, 'says: "I have used
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for several
years, on my old army wound, and
other obstinate, sores, amid find it the
best healer in the world. I use it too
with great success in my vreerinary
business." Price 27.e. at all drag
-At 
1.0. SANDERS & CO.
GENERAL INSURANCE
DOI Phone 761
Office 318 South Sixth
lies* Phone 62






IT DRAWS tip Omit the
small change which you for-
merly scattered It Marta a
gneeing hank account and
Creates a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
Melte that Fired llissposit






We carry the largest and most complete line
of Mantels in the city, and invite you to Dt
our prices before buying.
L. W. IIENNEBERGER CO
• In -•••••••• led •
"Tile 11cour,-.*.,. (If ()utility"
422-424 Brvedway Phones 176
WI* 7 HE HICI.D THIS AFfilliRlion
Al' 4.tritsittiCK.
Body of Vas tuna ikittanis HOU ite
Taken Veen 'reale to
Chuck.
The funeral of NLes Lena Edwards,
who died in St. Louis yesterday morn-
ing, will be held this afternoon at 4
o"clock at the F1nt• Preaboterien
church, with burial in hilt. Kenton
cemetery. The'body will Greve this
afteemon at 3:341 o'ciock, stud will
be taken to the vaunt beim Sixtb
and Campbell streets. The „Rev, W
E. Care will preach the funeral. The
pallbsereei will be: Messrs. James P.
S:eeth. ,Rititard Aakbrook, Roy Daw-
son, Race apple, (nicer 'Hank and
Wallace Weil.
The emelt* 9werter.
Is the one you pay out for aabox of
Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
bring you the health that's more pres.
Mug than jewels. Try them for head-
ashe, bileitioneas, coestipalkm sad
malaria. If they disappoint you the
price will be eheerfulty% refunded at
all druggists.
Timeheset Runts.
Fra eke, r t , Ky., May l —Exam'-
nations tor teatiters in the public
sehools of the state will be heki In
every county on Friday and Saturday
The first list of Attentions for the
exam nations was sent out today from
the suiterititendent of public Inetrue
tion's once. Extra preosueions have
been taken this year to overeat the
questions frost being "old and it Is
believed that it will be practically kn.
p...rs:b!e for anyorte to get hold of
th ni before the day for the examina-
tions.
hereinafter 'estimator& the anid
road commits) slatti/eltave the right to
eonstruct and maintain upon and lanfe
the above siewtioned stirels. Menge
'digs and lnteisections. as set int_
**woo *or of the ordleauses. a Navel-
arlt guage reeroad track, and
riant to ogilisat• sod run ears drawn
by olectrig power aceordiag to
tharter; and it shall hAve the riche
tO atmetraot and 11111111min from os
tracks afieresaid, epur tracks and Ft,i•
Ines and ruts sad extend same into
the property And warehouses, mans- typeset its silk sad for two /*et on
factories and merenntlle .establIsh- each side thereof.
nients now located. or that may Le Sec. Ire. The Railroad Commons
hereafter located, along or on th • shell tadentaittly siadestawe haleness ib
street* upon which this right of way City' of Pedeoan again., soy sad al.
jut granted; Red it shall further bare, detesters that may be legally reoreer
thee eight to conettaiet turu-oao. tot &omelet said C4ty I)) any person
swiehes or side-uetuks for the pm- pereoas, compatiy or corporation on
Pose of /Slowing its nerti to pass eat r' Stoesurit of die mane of thee right of
other. But all such epur }reeks, siu- Way berein, aid also by /reason of the
Inn, torn-outs and ewiteheti shall be construetion or re-eowstasetion of Om
aunt or constricted under the authqr- roadbed of said (lotapairy as provided
De or supers eon of the °Metals of by the obove portion, and also iadem-
the City of Paducah who have con- :My and save heentleas 'the City of!
trot of its streets. Paduath from any damages canoed
See. 3. Th.. grant of this right of by 'die operation or eonstruetioa of
way Mull earry with it the right to said railroad through said City or for
ereet poles, either of wood or ire.. tint failure op the part -Of t'em•
+Collor tile streets- mer whieh said. puny to keep the Ai MT% between Its
Company, Its successors and asisigne. rails and for two ice( on Oat+ aisle
are hereby given the right of way, 'Moo( In gOoll repair, by ementleir
and to piece on said poets the oeces- approved bond hi tie- sum of tea
eery apparatus for the use of trolley thosspand ispontisto dollars for arca
wires thereon, and the Melt to pansies.
stretch trolley and feed wires along See. Saki Railroad Conmanyt
bald streets for the distribution of I.,- its acespiance of the Proetak.ne ot
electric current for the use of said this ordinence herein comatose,
Company In the, operation of .Is cars: memos that It will at all times comply
and it is eapressli -agreed and ander- with such ordinencee as the (lemma)
Stood that all poles shall be erected Otouncil may hereafter adopt. cluing -
and placed so as to net interfere with I fkg 'CT altering the location of the
or Impede ordinary Amul along the poles of the Company and She manner
salt) streets, street crossings or Altera: and meths!! of stringing wires there-
that same shell net interfere with the mi. and that told wires he 'stared
electric wires of- Re City of Pathleall : under ground in conduits whenever
that same bean beellooe in connalanest the teenterai Co-Innen of the City of
with lb* ordinances et she City of Padueah shall eo ordain, and the said
Paducah and under the direotion of work shall be done at The whir PI-
O)* Board of. feablie Morita, and that pense of said Raihroad Company. Its
all displasentents of sidewalks or vereeflo n. or eassene.
Itig and tiperueng .ause, as Is hen:du- tete either of asphalt. Wick, obttu•
atter inure rue% provided. lob* or au; other improved Miter
Oee 2- Bubject to the auditions for street construction or reconstruc-
time said eouipany shall make Its
(sacks conform thereto and between
Rs rails, and for two feet on etteh
side' of the rails Remof and of AA
material as anny be Ceeleetilled by "0-,
grdinauce of said 4.1ity. for the coo'
sIreetles or esaonetrumkm of said
stures or alleys. at Its racistelve uoot
mad -twosome. and suit rrectuastsuctkin,
or inipmeentont dull he ague free of r
all oast to the CM o of leaduish. And
the said Railroad ('onipany
and maintain ran,e in good repair be
See Raffles and
Drink Soda Water
Atom Ilion. tomorrow (Thohclay ).''` He mill patronize thr
tantutain some time iestween 2 and 6 o'clock p. in. YOU
iturely get the SP25.00 if you recognize hint and 'address
him eorreetly
D. E. WILSON
Thelleek, Music and Soda 1 eueteia Maw
streets, by reason of the erection at mee eise ifety 0( padueaet --
lee shall booeplaesd es-q-uiehly as
toseihie and ri•plareddn as good eon-
dittos as before the work was dose.
And the said Railroad. Its suceestors,
and &sire.. shall be reoponsible to
am- meson. persoos. corporation of
AN oteroyeeNce ogAwinpg corportalone for all Mumma" to per-
THE KIENTIOCKY AND OHIO was or Propene that may be sus-
RIVER INTERURBAN RAIL- "Inert °' 'lb' ear"1""ew° or °44111-1
ROAD (X)MPANY. ITS SUMER- gence of said Railroad Company. ts
SORB AND AESIGNS. THE RIGHT *guts and employees, is the erection
TO CONSTRUCT AND MAINTAIN of its poles and wires or by the opera-
A RAILROAD TRACK, OF STAND
•ARD GUAGE. IN THE CITY OF
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. AND TO
OPIDRATE ELECTRIC CARO
THEREON. TO ERECT POLES
AND STRING WIRES THEREON,
FROM THE CENTER OF THIRD saner. of the City of Paducah which.
STREET AT THE INTERSEC- iaPPe,14" to lame'
TION OF TailitI) AND, JIEFVER-1 Vec• 5. .ap CoMPany shall not in
SUN STREETS, THEORClit A LONtil the construction, operation or main-
THOR/ STitleeT TO CLAY-le-stance of its roadbed and tracks on
SfrithIRT. THENCE ALONG CLAY -aml atrmg said right of way. unneces-
 ST REET TO SIXTH ETRE El . itaktrIlY obstruct the free I1AP and Pam-
THENCE ALONG SIXTR STREET are on said streets, street creallings.
TO TUMULI STREET. THElik"E all.re or. Ptthile eats to either vehi-
ALONG TERRELL STREET TO s or 
le•.ons, and shall not obstruct:
IPOdil'H STREET. THEME 4bele free lt"w c't wfter sled; lb°
THE OPERATION OF AN ELEC-,
Title RAU.ROAD ALONG SAID
RIGHT-OF-WAY.
hE IT ORDAINED BY THE GBH—
ERAI. COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF PADUCAH. KENTUCKY:
Beckett 1. Whereas, The Ken•
tuaky and Ohio River latterurbaa
Railroad compiny has been organ-
ised and cbartered under the laws of
the Mete of' Kentucky for the pur-
pose of constructing, operating and
Malatalning an oectric railroad te -
teen the City of Padueib, MMIracken
rotinfy• Kentucky. and a point on the
Ohio elver, aetelette tbe City of Cairo,
in the State of Illinois. known as East
Cairo, in Ballerd eounty. Kentucky, a
distance of more than ten Ire miles.
and whereas said Kentucky and Ohio
River Iteterurban Railroad Compao%
proposes to construct, operate and-
neeitstain an electric railroad Prom'
and between the City in l'adueah. Mc-
Cracken comity. Kentucky, and the
town of }tandem. Ballard county.
and Oscar. Ballard county. and a
imint on the Ohio river, opposite the
City of Cairo in the State of Illinois,
known as RastiCairo. Millard county,
Kt-mucky, and to operate eteetrio
tarn -thereon. Now, therefore, do.
lefty of Pedueah hereby grante to the
said Kentucky and Ohio River Inter-
urban Railroad Company, Rs antecede
seem and assigns, the right of way, PIO
far as the pity hes a right to gaunt
oem.•. upon and over the streets of
said City as Is herein designated and
in the manner herein set out. Be-
ginning at Third street at the tater-
...teen or Third -11M neferson a
hence along the center at Third
street to Clay terse, theism IPIPTIPt•
%%artily alonmethe reinter of Clay
Street to Sixth street: thence alotig
the center of Sixth toreet. In a north-
erly dIreetien. to Terrell street.
teepee along Terrell street, In • smith
isesretey direction. to Eighth merest.
thence in a northerly direetion along
ithth street to the city limits, with
the rIgtht to moss the troika of the
letillie.ah 'reaction' eompanyoghe Cle-
f leo, at 1/0114 aod New Orioles Rail
road company or the tillages (*Patrol
'Railroad company or any other rail-
road company wheemer t*1P right of I
way herein greeted crosses any orl
other of their totters, together with
the rade to eonstruct aloes *aid right.'
of way a railroad track of etandefd
muse*, to erect pones, string wires,
and mostreset and maintain airy and
ail necessary apparatus for maltreats
tion of ear* or in the maintenance of
its right of way.
Sec. 4. All poles erected pr wires
strung thereon under the grant of the
right of way herein made, shall be
done under Me provision of the ordi-
Or star :IL) 1.4ThE Ill the KWIttlek) air ,• !Iltly4c Nho cattiv W•tflift the
and 'Ogio River titherurban Railroad rare 'heir It was at this
Compete to coosel paliWimera bee qp koelmisre Evans stated that (or him
%west points iseseeW within .the city it would be -inipotolb'.• not to bellete-
Ilualtar of .Pleiseith. Ibild. ears shell .the boy "
be rue within said city limits. within The .t1114,
the basluee* portion of aho etty. at a Judge Eva" void testintooy of ei
speed not exceeding eight miles per the plaineff that he Is a reeldent of
hour, apd at other points at e speed Indiana and that his home was ,it•
not exoerdiug ten mile a per hoer. tarkod by an armed mob the inotoilleg
gee 17 This ordinals,* eta). leo May 2, Iter7, stand uneontradeetiel
amended at any' tirUe by the Llemeral iiad If the jury gives 0Tedetier To IITTI-
• 4
See 13. The City of Paducah re- ages ie its tempos, w ires. wan or to
gorse the right to temporarily take make other permartect elistilren In it
up sr remove tee tracks of mid Rail- nyeenes, of operating it, cars or pre_
road Company, along the right Of wan Cueing power therefor, or when sure
herein granted whenever it shall be soopeessin is hroeght about OT ecru-
necessary to dote for Re purpose of Used h) lockouts. riots or
repairing or improving said struts. nage., provided teat the reeler or n-
or for latieg water pipes, sewer plies, pairs be done or the change or
,gas pities. heating pipes or for an) (hang.", in tie. oeteni of said la/m-
other public purpose; and the sotl twee be egeoaee ae espedionoy as
RaUroad Commute agrees that under, pcsoirie end without an'. ussettessar%
Re direction of the Board of Public delay, otherwise the failure to oper-
Weeks of said City, any work ate said ears for maid posed Qf ROO
mat be done, whenever Is 6013e censer-mot% days shell operate to am-
for die-perpeses above mentioned. if nun the grunt
tor awy private corporation or tierecin sec ae This ordinates obeli take
NORTIIWARDLY A LON gistreets, gutter", sewers or culverts lo heS all et said work 'ball be done at •tiroet (rent and after its . aP•
EIGHTH STREET la) THE CITY • 11414 t"e4"• And witereSer necemary, she *appose of the person or eorporaegtenuyal awl publication
LIMITS TOGETHER WITH THE CoinDanY shall construct and lion for arsean tome is dime, but hie Adopted April 17. 10.0S.
RIGHT AM) PRIVILEGE OF maintain prover and adequate betters ouch an event no mot or expentee UM;
faffocep(NG KILNS. wriiisiSio.G. or culverts under said tracks for the accrue to Ise city of Padnisah fty
WIRES AND DOING ALL OTHER. feee passage and flow of water under work due or dasnagee sustained um
CONSTRUCTION NCESIOARY TO die direction and supervision of the der ouch conditions.
Board of Public Works of said City. Sac 14. The City- removes tbr•
right to alter or change at bar end
all times the geode of its etrasta
inreuth aml over which ibis eight of
eat estenalo and Ike said Rialtrellel
'osuparo otgrees that it will lifelsoita
tracks conform to the chained semis
of the street at Itsown espsmas.
Sec. 11. It Is asseresaly pewee/44
and arced tl)at no spur track, noT
+witch track Rhall built by said
Kentucky and Ohio River interurbar.
kiiiirtied Company &lose its right of
heroin greeted %thesis Sett au-
tborteed by an ordinance. of the. Gen
seal Council of Re City of Padeiesh
eventing iterntioakin to build the earn.
It Is also agreed a. Otie of the cue
Noon of this grant that the said
flailtoad flotaPant remove Its
tracks from the center of .411//1 of the
*toots along wile* this ride of Wei)
be granted to one side of said street
at its own expense, whenever dire/eel
so to do by tbeiGeneml Cossetl th.
ity of Paducah, arthig tither by er-
dlnance or resoolutIon, an as to permit
the laying or souther railroad. track
on said streets, either for a steam or
:pet rie railroad,
It Is alter agreed as a condition of
this gouts that th4- use.. of any part of
Iii,. ttaeks built on the right of way
h. rein granted may be granted by til-
t:etyma! Council of the My of Padn
terh to other railroad companies undei
eileh reasonable rierulations and earn
ensainon as may be fined by 1111'
GT.:Teral Council, providing same Mall
net foment the use tbereof by the
Keteucky and Ohio River interurban
'Railroad Cornpany.
It I. further agreed that the said
Railroad Comiony Rae not permit
carp to eland on the. Oleo of wai
herein granted on the streets of Pa-
ducah either to be loaded or unloaded
elth freight, It being the tntentem of
this grant that the said Railroad
Comepony shall not he permitted to
use the tracks In the streets for its
ftelgift ears to stand on tn being
either loaded or unloaded
See. 1-fl The cars operatedupon
the right of way teesin granted Asir
make their stops on the far lade of
the street crossitig, in the manner a.
1 / 4 now required for rare operated ti
the Paducab Traellen Company, for
the purpose of discharging RN! Terelv
lag passengers. for points, within the
city limits of Paducab to or front
potato without Rye city iimit• of Pet-
e ucate tent nethiug perch) shall be
construed '0 Se to leiponn any Ihity
See. 6. Said Company phall con-
*Eruct and maintein safe and conven-
lint crossings so ea to allow tore line
convenient passage for all persons and
vehicles at all street crossings or al-
ley crossings stung said right of way
and keep its tracks arid roadbed in
good repair at all such place..
Elec. 7. The track and roadbed
and all switches and spurs of said
Company shall be constructed so as
to conform to the grade of the *tomtit
and alleys of the City of Paducah as
At.me now exist, sod if any (tango,
b • made in the gradeof Rattle, /Lid
track shall be altered to eettform
thereto by said Company at Its ra-
per Se
*V, S The right of way herein
wanted stall be subject to all (star
tele and rearonable ordinances and
rept-lieu, of the City of Paducah
adopted' for the good of said City and
the protection or its inhabitants; mild
Ctte shall have the power to hers
after 14egulate the rupning of ears by
seld Railroad Company along the
sigbt:of way herein granted to pre-
vent any unneeetaary obionictien
itt streets, alleys and street compiters,
and all pollee powers relative to the
ostration uf..saW tletiroall Company
wad the use of its right of way here
granted are expressly reuers.d by the
City of Paducah
See 9. Th.- said Railroad Com-
pany shall at ate times keep time streets
elk is mod tbe Street or alley erns--
Inge geoeled and In good repair be-
twen its Mils amid for two feet on
each aide Of its rails at Its owa ex-
pense, and wherever mei whvie•ver
any of the said stweets or Sweet cross-
togs or alley or alley oroasinm; that
res> he occupied by its tracks afore-
meld shall he improved er re-construct-
ICE! ICE!
Sc.' that you get Corrode
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Counsil or the City of Paducah, leweles teitisnone it MO•it 1111••iin,•• that
see. la. it is a emsdltion of this these- allegations are true It -Lila in
great at this right Of 'trey, that work the jury' then to determine a le-ther
thorron atoll be commentsesi, ki good or not the defendants e• re at Iloilo-
faith. within twelve nionth• from the well's home the' night of the au:irk
date of the pultesation pf ibis unit- Holieweei eay• they were 'and they
mince. and ehat the road between the bay they were not.
City of Pailucab, MoCrschem count). The defendants sot up Me defense
Kentusky, and the point on the Ohio lof the. tlibi --that thee' were wale-
Over. !sown ea Meet Claire. likallird where else at the time the crime was
county. Kentueky, oppowite the City rennin:teed If tter jury is convinced
of Cairo in the state of Illinois, shall that the defeadants were sonrewhere
be completed and operation begun else at the. tune, the jury should
within two years thereof, otherwise bong in a verdict for the defeudant,
the grant heron 'hal'. cease and be- If th.- alibis. In the opinion of the jur-
mine null and void. ors, fail, and the juror* belhoe the
. Sec 19. It is the further condition defendants or •nv of them wrre prie-
d( this grant that should the Ken- ent, then the jurors should find a ver-
tuck) Anil Ohio River Interurban dke for a Just amount. not tamer-ding
Ittihad fesupany. Its successors or $7.11.•0114,. JoIntly against skit defend-
assigns, euse or fail to uperate its 'tog as Werp present.
meiatiy rvirmrv.., itronsot to crdurar.si.irrithiper:liedLieloefgrvear:tbm_isrtishdy 40.0imettrtigt_o  way'  est3stabdutehi.rcyd.7treobe. fttie  alUiLlkteas.,.trithenat
eustruction 'work bet the









 *ode "Ithrmilet:hwl:.....antea::: :omen: autaiiton 
At the'
h..
this right of way is ranted,  Is
thereof of the Company's tracitse Krafuoy
rails and for two feet en 
°yet wet— all of the rigida herein acquired by same time. it Is the moot easily robe-
Pilch 
side 
ditien shall not prevail nor shall the carefully serutinise the evidence. it,
Ober become annulled. but this con- the defeedaats, the jurors uflottld
the Kentucky and Mtn tti‘er Inter- toted For that reasion and befalls..
and Ohio Roe Interurban OTTlet to deride who ie theshall 
be done at 
time
 "efsetee ("64 
Of.
Railroad Company, its buceveo.rs or
said Railroad Company, but under
itaelges. be deemed to have ceased Judge Evane said that if an alibithe plans, spectfleitIone. rules and, floopoges is, care regularly over paid should b.- fabricated hi this ease, the-regulations that may be preereMed right ei way, wben the operation of defeadante would ever they wereby the City of rudoesh.
'- sail cars are *topped Io. repair. dam - not women. . then that they were
somewhere wise at that pareteillar hour
be n (mirage oc•-stto-d. that some
body wite• was present with them at
the that. amid . talked w.th them end
le Weil that the) were- no. at Ilene-
tyeli Litsishotor when they tweet the
s
hoo
lie! thee r'-'.t. vied the 25 ankh pre-
remelt and eimuladed that is seek is-
rtaaer the "elemeuts or the alibi
have %ungesteel were carer u I ly and
etempletely met "
Ile maid that this suit was brought
March 2. 1910i. exactiy ten menthe.
after the outrage. Ray 2, 11107. Th.'
defendants sad witneseue to tare alibis
tereiared on the stand that thin had
ne. Intimation that the defeudants
were to be coaneeted with the trouble
H R. 1.INDOKV, until the suits were filed and they
President Hoare of t'ourtelimen therefore had no reason for remem-
bering the eircumatancies Yet, '-ashAtiopted April I 7 lisoe.
D HANNAN, OOP was able to swear positively anti
President Board of Aldermen. with convIctiom to the precise *bore-
Aperoved May ti, lees, aheuts of the defeadant at Ibe pee.
.1 AM ES P SMITH, Mayer. else hour of the reeler eight When
Attest May I I. leog.
MAURICE M'INTYRE. 
twhelyrshhensurdswlee sb06111Fred at Bono-
City Clerk. The Judge admonished the Jury
that %is sennients on the case eagle
be entirely Ignored; but be coasidered
It • rwmertidde feat of festoon, and
although the terms might be able to
perform a Ilk, foal, he was utterly
hour or any particular
AYR 
Bay after a considerable lapse of
a limier
lailomilb.le to. recall what he was doing
at pa/
When he had conchtded Ward Head
Icy for the defense stated elitectione
to part ef the comments of rhe court.
and Judge Brans again informed the
jurors that hia comment was net to
he taken as law, and he Was trying
do enable jurors to the mere yeadi-
ly left and weleti the evidence
lie told itre jurors they could
choose for alimuielees. whether they
The Evidenee. should retire at o'clock loot night or• 
The court then took up the evI- s:3•0 this morning., It was the first
Ihenee of Retiree Holloyodl and his question they had to demi** and it re-
eon Price, who tenellied that thee rest- suited in a huniejury, ex to tele Th..
titillated 2b of the delesaants who court said they couldn't get home last
Were idanding in the bright moon- night anyway stud he thought they
The). declared that they Wes would Ito better able to decide the-
hear neishiaors and that beteg un- ease after a "nod night's reek so he
Masked thee hail no dithoutte to rec- excused them until tim a morning.
HOLLOWELL CASE
( Con t I tied From Page
is a Mile strange that they did not
ship the Wee boy Men who NO Op
a miesion of that IOW Would not he.
Hate to %bill even a child Sorteiteed;
eonernitted this crime. It le admitted,
and upon Re members of this jury
testa the reeputtribllity of saying
whether the defentiente lit thin case
!were guilty of being In the raid or
'not."
A
PL1 P YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel hotter seri work heater, Clipped horses are easier
to gnome and you are not annoyed by horse hairs when driveler. We
have an electric machine and an erpert operator and will sire You SR
gond work u can te done, at the regular pike.
THE TULLY LIVERY -CO.
Ilaeorommo••411 r
fretietit Sad Kentucky Avenue.
200,000 PLANTS
rt., I r. 'Ai,. p•••••r1 Dien 111111 1.111111. In ti,, fit), •1..
2."..11114, 1.1••••1• itt lk.•••ilaun 14 eT T T. I 7.1014041 "titer tautulr. ia-teet
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"The coostitation of the Uslted sad even reconstruct theauseives in state. Involving as it would the im-
States thug grew In large part out of such a manner as to serve incress- poverishment of tee state and Its
the necessity for united action in the ingly' beteeclai uses •while the five people and thereby defeating one
wise wee of see et our asitural re- lag waters can be go controlled as to great purpose of government, may
sources. The wise use of all of our multiply their benefits. 'properly be prevented by state re-
natural resources, which are our Da- -Neither the primitive man nor Pricer:roc •
ter/4i resources as well, is the great the pioneer was aware of any duty! "The court gays that there are two
material question of roday. I bare to ..."--terIty in dealing with the re reasons why the right of the public
asked you to come together now be- newable resources. When the Amer- to control and limit the use aprivati
e
(OINIMINIed ORM gage ass.) cause the enormous consumption of lean settler felled the forests, he felt property Is peculiare applicable to
... these reptiureets. mad the threat of that there iras plenty of forest left property in lead: "First, such prop-carried on fundamentally as it had Imminent exkleartion of softie of foe the l sons who came after him. erty Is not the regult of productivebeen carried on by the Pharaohs in them, due to reckless and wasteful When be exhausted the soil of his labor, ,but is derived solely from the
I. 
like countries adjacent eo the Red use, once more calls for common farm he felt that his sou could go state itself, the original owner: sec-
s*. teflon, common action. lwest and take up another. 'So it was Dad, the amount of land being In.
"The wares of the merchants of "Since the days when the constitu- arm hie immediate successors. When capable of increase, if the owners of
'
Roston, of Charleston. like the wares eon was adopted, steam, and elec- tee soil-wash from the farmer's fields large tracts can wool* them at willof the merchants of Niuevah and tricity have revolutionised the indes-.thoked the neighboring river he without state restriction, the state
iteldon. If they weet by water. were,trial world. Nowhere has the revrelhought only of using the railway and its people may be helplessly im-
'carried by boats' propelled by sails lotion been so aria as in oil. own rather than boats for moving his pro- poverished and one great purpose off
or oars; if they went by land were,ceuntry. The discovery and utillsa--duce and supplies. 14coverwoient defeated. • • • We do
Icarritni in wagons drawn by beasts of eon of mineral fuels and alloys have,. "Now all s changed. On the not think the proposed legislationidrapet or In pecks on the lacks of 'even us the lead over all•other fl averageaverage the son of the farmer of to-
thi is
,would operate to 'take' private prop-
beasts of burden. The ships that tions in the Preduction of steel. The 
day
must make his living 1313 his erty within the iabil#tion of the con-crossed the high seas .were better discovery and tatilisalion of coal and 
than the ships that had once crossed iron have given us our railways, and 
father's farm. There es no difficulty *Mutton. While It might restrict•the
In doing this if the father will eeer-.owner of wed and uncultivated landsthe Aegean, but they were of the l have led to such industrial develop- dee *teem. •eto wise use of a farm in his use of them, might delay hisi
same type. 
Iafter all-they werevnent as has never before been seen. exhausts its fertility. So with the taking some of the produce, might
g
wooden' ships propelled by sails; and iThe vast wealth of lumber In our knee*. We are over the verge of a delay his anticipated profits and evenon land, the roads were not as ood forests, the riches of our soils and timber famine in this country, and it thereby might cause him some lose ofas the roads of the Roman Empire, mitres, the discovery of gold and
while the service of  the pose was mineral oils, combined with the eta- 
la ittipkrdonable fog the nation or thaProilt. It would nevertheless leave
states to permit any further cutting -.-nee his lands. their product and in-probably Inferior. - ciency of our transportation, hate nof our timber save in accordance with crease, untoucbed, and without de"In Washington's time anthracite made the tonditions of our life un-
coil! was known only as a useless paralleled In comfort and convent- 
a system which will provide that the Minute:on of title, estate, or quantity.
next generation shall see the timber He would still have large measure of
elite.
'''I'he steadily inereasing drain on over. we can edd sisormous trawls of
!increased instead of diminished. Morreecontrbl and large opportunity to
realise wattles. He m,ight suffer de-
these natural resources has promot-ithe most valuable Pierreble agricue,lay but not deprivation. • • The
ed to an extraordinary degree the tural land to the national domain by
• 
proposed legislation • would be
complexity of oar industrial and so- irrigailon in the arid and semiarid within the legislative power and
development has had a determining tracti of swamp land In the buinid.vnte
'would not operate as a taking of pre
property for which compensa-
eta! life. Moreover, this unexampled regions and by drainage of great
effect upon the character and opin- reefing. We can enormously inevase tion Must be made.
ions of our people. The demand for our transportation facilities by .tbel "The court of errors and appeals
efficiency in the great task has given canalluttein of our rivers so as toed New Jersey has aeopted a similar
us ' vigor, effectiveness, decision and complete a great system of waterways view, which has recently been sue-
power, and a esquire for achieve- on the Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf tallied by the supreme court of the
Meat which i,n its own lines has coasts and in the lielealesiPpi valley. United States. In delivering the
never yet been matched. So great from the great plains to the Aile- opinion of the court on Aril 6, 08
and so rapid has been our material ghenies and from the northern lakes Mr. Justice Holmes saki.: 'The state
19.. 
growth that there, has been a tend- to the mouth of tfie Might,. Father of as quasi-sovereign and reeresentative
eney to lag behead in spiritual and waters. But ail these various uses of the interests of the public has amoral growth; but that is not the of our natural resources are so close- standing in court to protect the at-
subject upon which I speak to hoe ly connected that they should be co-
I 
Mosiesere, the vaster, and ale forests
today. /ordinate& and should be treated as' within its territory, irrespective of
of Prosperity. ,part of one coherent plan and not in themeant, or 'dissent of the private
"Disregarding for the moment the haphazard and piecemeal fashion. !owners a the land most imme-
question of moral purpose, it is safe, -It is largely because of this that distally coueerlied. • • • It appearsthe great store of natural resources to aay.. that the prosperity of cur pets- I appointed the waterways commis-
pie depends directly on the ,energY sten last year and that I have 
sought.to is east few . blic interests arewhose discovery and use have been
more obvious, isdleputable and lade-such vital factors in the growth and and intelligence with which Our nett to perpetuate .its work. I wish to ;
ural resale-es are used. It is equalle take this opportunity to express In 
pendent of particular theory than thegreatness of this nation, and how
store In order to satisfy their needs. 
,elear that these resources- are the heartiest fashion My' acknowledge maintain the rivers that are .wholly
iinterest of the public of a state tolittle they required to take from this
Kiwis et Into.. 
final, basis of national power and per- meat to all the members_of the com-iwIthin it substantially undiminished.
"Shirr then our knowledge and 
pet-idly. Finally, it is ominously evi- mission. 'At great personal sacrifice except b•• such drafts upon them as
dent that these resources are in the of time and effort they have raidered:the guardian of the public welfareuse of the resources of the present wow or rapid exhaustion.
territory of the United States have .. 
la service to the %lc for which We may permit for the purpose of turn-
The 'nation began witha the. belief .ean got be too tette. IcaPeelal lug them to a more perfect use. Thisincreased a hundredfold. Indeed. that. its landed possessions were credit 1i due to the. initiative. the,the grovelh of this nation, by leaps public interest Is omnipresent whereillimitable and capable of supporting ortiergy, the devotion to duty and tbe1ever the • is a state, and grows
all the people who might care to farsightedness of Gifford Phtehot, tor reesing as population grows. • • •
make our country their home; but? whom we owe so much of ,he P- fr.
already the limit of unsettled land Is geese we have already made in•hend- 
opinion.-further, that the
eons 
itutWe are o 
ional .power of the state to
t 
u :n sight, an n - ling this matter of the co-ordtaatien 'init that its natural advantfigesIlleTit• and alas! that It should he ted for agriculture now remains unoc- and conservation of natural resources.I shall remain un..mpaired by Its citesaid, to the rapid destruction, of our copied save what can be rectaitoed by' If It had not been for him this con-'
E
Lens is not depeudeat upon anyI natural resources. Nature has soP- irrigation and dralnige. We began venerni neither-waft nor eduld have 
elee
d estimate of the extent of present usepiled to is In the United States. an with an unapproaehed heritage of been cane&
still ammetes to us, more kinds of forests; more than half of the tins- Gwardlas Our 
or speculation as to future needs.
. .
ra. gone. We began with coal o 
The legal conception of the necessaryFuture.resources In a more lavish degree bet -
than has ever been the illati at any We are coming to recognize as is apt to be cooped to somewhatfields more extensive than those of
other time er with any oilier people. never before the right of the nation ! rudimentary wants, and there areany other nation and with iron ores
Our position in the world has been to guard its own future in the ease11-,benegte.from a great river that mightinexhaustible,regarded as  manyand tial matter of natural resources. In escape a lawyer', view. But the stateexperts now declare that the end of .the past we have admitted the-right itis not required to submit even to an
both iron and coal is in sight. lof the individual to Injure the fatare,aesthetie analysis. Any analysis may
"The mere increase in our con- of the republic for his own present 
t
be inadequate. It finds itself in pos-
sumption of coal during 1902 over profit. The time has come for aom** of what all admit to he a
1906 exceeded the total consumption 
ai 
change.'As a people we have the great public good. and what it has itof history since the days of primitive in Ism 
the
 emitean.l_. 
Th man. - Year. e right and the duty, second to rioncThnay keep and give no one a reason
enorirnotis stores of mineral oil and other but the dent and duty of obey-tfor its will.""Yet our fathers, though they knew gas are largely gofie. Our natural lug the moral law, of requiring and -so little of the resources of the colas- waterways are not gone, but they 
These decisions reach the root of
doing justice. to protect 'ourselves aridit's, exercised a wise forethought in the idea of conservation of our re-
reference thereto. Washlagtos' dearly 
bare been so injured by degtect. and our children arfainst the wasteful de-Hypuurees in the Interests of our peo-
by the division of responsibility and velopment of our natural resources.'
Ses that the perpetuity of the states'utter lack of system in dealing nee i h , whether that waste is caused _by the „could only  be. Peen
that the o . re - "4, --..__14 ill"oll' 
*ad  thelth 'that there ft. lei4r Ittrtfrattmr on aetual 'destruction of such resources'tv -eatable meets of onion theist eami than there was fifty years conservation of our natural reeourres.
Finally, let us remember that the
was an eivinhmle one; in other wordie.,:.ago. Finally, we began with soils of 
or by malting them. Isepossible of de- though the gravest problem of today.
eelopment hereafter..1 hat n must he based on the de- is yet but part of another and greater
selopmeet and sie o their natural 
unexampled fertility and we have so tl "Any right thinking father earn- problem to which this nation is not.y
reeourcei. Acconeiagle, la helped r
impoveriabed them by injudicious use esi
.
r desires and strives to leave hie yet awake. but to which it will awake
-
land by falling to check erosion that son both an untarnished name and a In time, and with sfhleh it must here-to outline a scheme of 
commercia!!,Irlin crop producing power is denial,reasonable equipment for the strug-
log Instead of increasing. In al& of :ire. so this aatioa as a whole 
after grapple if it is to live-s-thedirclopment. and by his influencc, an ism—
fateraTate - waterways eommiesion wa !wird. we have thoughtlessly, and In problem of national efficiency, the--- -- should earnestly desire and strive toappointed by Virginia and Mary:sande, l m -hrge degree unnecessarily. diie 
patriotic duty of insuring the safety
s I eon 
--- eave to the next generation the its- and continuance of the nation. When"It met near where we are now
meeting, In Alexandria. adjourned to
,Imeresources tionaL, honor -unstaines1 and the na- the people of the United States con-only our prosperity hut the prosperity Donal reaourcts uoexhausted. There aciously undertake to raise them-Mount Verwn' tu'd to" up the ea0-tof Our childre must always depend, are signs that both the nation and thesiletation of interstate commerce be "We hay, become great because of states are waking to a realisation of 
aelves as citizens, and the nation and
tie only mesas then available, that the states in their several spheres, to
the lavish use of our resources and- this great truth. On *parch 10, 1908, the highest pitch of excellence la mi-et water. Further conferences were
ler. have just reason to be proud of thesupreme court of Maine rendered,arranged. arse at Annapolis and then rate, state sad national life, and. to
lour growth. But the time has come an exceedingly important judicial de-al Philadelphia. It was in Philadel-i
to inquire seriously what will happen vision. This opinion was rendered in 
do this becasse It is the gilt cat all
Phis that the representatives of arliwhen our forests are gone. when -the response to questions as to the right 
the duties of true patriotism, then
the states Met for what was in its and not till then the ,future of theta
original conception merely 'a water 
coal., the iron. the oft, and the gas of the legislature to restrict the cut- nation, in quality and in time, will be
are exhausted, when the soils shalliting o trees on private land for the assured .,ways erreferstme; but when they had
have been still further impoverished prevention of droughts mad floods,closed their deliberations the out-enme 
was 
um enasiiintien which and washed,into the streams, pollut- tthe preservation of the natural water
made the states in io a nation. ' 
eto Use to Dir.Jug the rivers, denuding the fleas. supply, and the prevendion of the 
-1/L......--_ 
i and obstructing% navigate:M. These erosion Of such lands, and the coarse- I have 
found out that there is no
quaint ailing up of livers. ponds and use to die of lung trouble as long asquestions do not relate only to the 
Fourth lied Broadway. 
natural resources that would is.
shown by any prudent man in con-
foresight in dealing with ,our great'
e- l inftted by the Maine senate to the
her wealth and form the basis of he
Isupreme court and the answer of the
,Maine ceustitutc the larger pa
Industrial life, and the question Wi-
rt of cry, says Mr.. J. P. Welts.. of Rush'
r born, pa. "I would not be alive todaytoilet arteel ver
'you ess gel Dr. King's New Dewey-
only for that wonderful metticlne. It
loosens up a ceugh snicker than any-McPherson's Dra g Sto eth g rise, end cures' lung disease
i, xi century or to the per genera-oases, The forests aid water power „
1 All the pat$.nt medicines and . ,n. It is time for as now as a sa-1or..... 
ee adeetel in this on to exercise the same reasonable,N
iiiiver are on sale elf
serving and widely nalng the prop-'supreme court alike bear testimony 
even after the case is pronounced
erty which contains the assurance of to the wisdom of the,ppople of Maine. hopeless " This 
most reliable reap-
well-bring for himself trete his chil-!and clearl y define a peke of comer 
_ y 
; d for coughs aud colds, lagriPee,
dren. vation of natural reeourcee, the adop- asthma, brute:Wes and 
hoarseness, is
Two Clagines of Resources. Ition of which is et .vital importanee 
see' under guarargee at all druggists.
"The natural resources I have not Aterele to Maine enteto Hie whole 
5oc. and $100. Trial. bottle free,
enumerated can be Weeded into two country. :-
sharply distingelabell classes seceird-r "Auch e policy will preeerve sole
ingly as they are or are not capable forests, water power a a heritege
of renewal, Mines If used must nestal for the children and the chedree's
sarlly be exhausted. The mineral, children of the men and wort of
do not and can trot renew themselies.ithis generation; tor any, enictsient
Therefore In dealing with the coal. thatprovides for the wise utillestion
the oil, the gas, the iron, the metalieot the forests, whether Is public or
generally, {ill that we can do Is to private ownership. lid for the enti-
tle to see that they are wisely ustediservatIon of the wafer resources of
The exhaustion is certain to come in the errantry. mnst necessarily be Mete
time. Illation that will p-esinote both private
"the second class of resources con- and public welfare. ter flood preven-
stets Of those white can net oily be i floe, eater plieer derrelspinedt. pro.
used In such mariner as to leave them iftervation of the soil, and I 111 prove-
II ndigilnIshed for our children, hut ment of nav 4We rivers are all pro-
can actually be improved by *lee use.lmoted le such a policy sof forest roll-
Tile soil. the forests, the waterways migration C
bench sets forth unequivocally the
the resources to a beneficial use principle that the property rights of
come in this categon In dealing A Principle.
with mitleral resonrcee man is able. "Theepision of the Maine supremt
We esti fee and dente* to improte on nature coev by potting
St. Peciesaii, Ky. which in the end exhanete them, bat the 'THU% dual are suberdiuntc to the
• ' in dealing with the soil and Its pie- rights of the coMM d Wee-
BLOOM STEAM DYE WORKS. , .Gatti Man can improve On WWII hi chilly that the ill tithr
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Fratgit Builliug - Roo 205
Extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
tilL hiNt) 1611001liffe WIRNTIST,
7, Trveheart Building, up.




?liege are the eatindatiens ttpon
which we are building success,
tier heroes are groomed to the
pink of tried item always and our
equipment the beat, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.











The following reduced raw
are announced:
' Baltimore, Md. General
conference M. E. church.
Dates of see May 3. 4 and h.
Return limit May 30. Round
trip 131.1.5.
J. T. DONOVAN,





MID CURS Ttig LUNGS
-wiltt Dr,. king's
Nem, Discovery
FOR C Dew PliasS"Wes
PRESIDENT AND
GOVERNORS CONFER
black stone; and the great fields of
bituminous coal were undiscovered.
As steam was unknown. the use of
coal for power production was un-
dreamedi_ot. Water was practically
the only source of power, save the
labor-of men and animals; and this
power was used only in the most
primitive fashion. But a fee small
iron deposits had been found in this
country, aid the use of iron by our
couotryinen was very small. Wood
was practically the only fuel, and
what lumber was sawed was con-
sumed locally, while the forests were
regarded chiefly as obstructions to
settlement and cultivation.
"Such was tbe degree of progress
to which civilised mankind .bad at-
tallied when this nation began its
career.  It is eluiost Inepossible_ for
us in this day to realise how little
our revolutionary ancestors knew of
and bounds makes one of the most
Istriking and important chapter, in
ithe history of the world. Its growth
has been due to the rapid develop-
attained by the extent aid thorough-
ness of the control we have achieved
over nature; butt we are more, and
not leen, dependent upoh what she
'furnishes than at any previous time
SURPRISE YOUR HUSBAND
With elite bell take to be a weer
of cioaMes by bevies us rbeaa
and scour Nome of the lekt aP






At must. Fee often noticed that a
novelist will. wreck a skiff and then
float enough timber on to the desert
isle to build a town."-lauiriville
Coueler-journal.
flood fot Everybody.
Mr. Norman R, Coulter, 3 promin
eat ereletect. in the Delbert Building.
Fan hrrancisco, gars: "I fully endorse
n11 the( has been said of Electric Mt
tars as a tonic medicine. 7 It Is good
for everybody. It corrects stomach,
liver and kidney ditsorderts 45 a prompt
and efficient manner and builds up
the system " Electric Bitters is the
best spring medicine ever poll over 6
druggist's counter, as a blood puri-
fier ft Is unequaled 54k' at all (noire
gtait
Willett is wire.,r, the man el'ying ler
• fertile* or the 01014 crying for a
CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLE—Si
That is another of their good features, an important one, as hun-
dreds of fires occur annually from sparks settling on the roof.
Better put them on the roof now than wish you had later.
The)'re cheap enough. last a life-time. Never need repairs,
and they turn the appearance of any house into a home.
(*me in and see them.
G. it. ii.tvis A 11101., l'adUrall, Ky. 120 South 'third Street.
Hotel Marlborough
Broadway, 3f;tfi and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Dote! on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 kaoline thcatres. Completely
renovated a.- I transformed in every
department. i'p-to-date in all re-
st, ..ae in each room.
Four Beautiful Dieing Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Breadway', chief attrition for Spe-
cial I. (oat DiAles and Popular Mul
Egropeee its.. IN Rooms. ns
Vstea Sot Rooms 51.40 and upward. $2.00 and upward wfta hada Parke. liodrooessall Rath
$3.00 aod opward. $1.00 extra whoa two patoonifeceory • Wyk main
 1:1Tt iou {Wog! I T. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
'E. M. TIERNEY. Palowawr
 wit
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLE A NF.D send thein ,elsewhere. It y 'RI want them
thouroughly CLEANED send then to us.
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.
GOOD --- W, illTtNM011
0-SITIONS SEAL ESTATE
AGENCY
Ditsuol.e• gives contracts, barked by' chafe
nr au C5mlleses. 11300,500.00 capital, and 1111
years' success, to secure tomatoes u nd•r




• .pcou t ion, noncelle Nail he teaches snore
nunlike...0Ra in THREIF. months than they,






wrIte the system of shorthand Draughon
teaches, because they tow It Is THE BEs'n
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and bnoldrt ..whp
Learn liteit explain 
all, c,au
cu or write Jiro. V. tirckl 1,1•,11•, President
DRAU6HOW S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
L loatb I SAIL,
( Lueorpo r a t. r‘i)t(•%H. 314




mouvED TO THULE /MI
KENTUCIT.
welt Randle& Bank Work. Le.





5.01 or Teleiliess for it




S. A henry. Prep. ,
IIVANSVILLE-PADECAIR PACKET* /ewers and hest 
Merl I. the aelles
• (Dolly Mice* fiwisday.) gases $2 00 Two large 
sammits
looms. Rath rooms. ZlesTrie
Steamer, JO• 19W Orr had Reis 11 Phe amity marrally boested Sendto
doplens. leave Paducah for Evans b„ey.
rille and way landings at 11 a. an.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Gears§ Paducah for Cairo and wa)
Landings at 8 a. as. sharp, daily, ex
eept Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow in effect from Paducah to Cairs
and return, with or without meals
isd room. Good musts Mid table as
surpassed.
For further information apply le
4. A. Fowler, Greerai Pees. Agent, ei
4iven Fowler, City Pass Agent, at
IroelereCrumbaugh & Co's OMes
and Broadwee.Firs






loaves Pedneah for Tonsesm-p





h. W. WIUGHT Master
EDGICNK ROBINSON . Clot
This company is not reeponsibit
for invoice charges unless mitoses@
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion ratan from Pads
*a% to Waterloo. ileth for the round




Rose Plants for 2c
Brunaon's last cut on bed-
ding plants. Rose plants. Ge-
ranium. Coleus. 'ete , at 2
cents, largest and best ail-
sortment of roses at lowest
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SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS SUITS AND KNEE PANTS
25 Per Cent 1-4 Off
On All Boys' Knee Pant Suits
:acrs excepted)
Mothers, take notice. This is a Chance to Save Money
Boys' 25c Knee Pants cut to    19c •
' Boys' 50e Knee Pants cut to 39C
Boys' 65e Knee Pants cut to   49C
Boys' 75c Knee Pants cut to 59c -
New Line Men's and Boys'
STRAW HATS
Now on Display, 25c to $3
Our Shoe Department
Sates You Money. Try Us.
Men's Tan Oxfords
at $2.50. $3, $4
Lath mi. Tan Oxfords
at  $1 511. $1.71, UN sad S250
116 SALE OF 0001 In ENS
. II SINES
NI en's $2 Shoes, choice $1.?..]
Boys' Shoes at   Mc. let $1 1'1
Ladies' Shoes at Ple:, el Zit $1
- Worth double
THE MODEL 112 South Snood StreetWe 6ne Trading Stamps
CUT PRICE SALE OF BOYS' SUITS AND KNEE PANTS
"Does money really niakt you hap- good advice. —Louisville Courier-
pier In any way?" Journal.
"Yee. Since I have become rich
nobody ever attempts to offer no- any blonde wig is also fair but false.
GENTRY BROS.
World Famous Shows Now United
and Liliputian Horse Fair
Magnificent, Matchless, Marvelous, Doubled in Size, Triplcd
in Mert. A Royal Record of Almost Twenty Years of Re-
deemed Pminises, None Older. None so (hod. • Nonaso
Large.
Will Positively Exhibit Afternoon and Night,
12th and Trimble, Rain or Shine
FRIDAY, MAY 15th
2 Trains of Cars. 4 Bands of Music. : ;200 Highly educated
Ponies. 200 Dog Actors. 100 Mobkeys. 2 Heicla of Per-
forming Baby ElephaLts. 2 Droves of l'amels.
ELE wariTS PERCE01$11/1‘ EH P1116141. ROPE A MAMAS 9ELMEN Of ELI Ph4/0111E CULTURE
.Ne‘cr Before ilus There Been Such a Prodigal
Spectacular Interest.
Free Animal Reception Daily
.C•ildren delight in 1:idii.g the Ponies, Elephants and Camels
and Gentry Brothers Allow Them the Chance
of a Lifetime sly freeAbsolet
Iiispjay of
Peerless and Poetic Street Parade
*Oil the Vast, Varied, Pe tu esque and I:airy-laud r cessional
Resources of (/entry Brothers Combined Im-
Parade Starts from
Tented Eidablishments.
ion irrounds at 10 a. m.
DOCTORS ELECT
till PRESIDENT
Dr. Vernon Blythe Presides
Over Today's Session,
Southwestern Kentucky Medical As-
sociation Concludes Business
Today.
HELD BANQUET LAST NIGHT
Dr. P. H. Stewart was toastmaster
and the toasts wee unifortqly light
and entertaining, as a relief from the
somewhat somber subject-matter of
the convention.
Four papers on the program for
yesterday 'afternoon were passed
owing to the absence of the doctors
scheduled to speak. "Should the
Doctor Tell the Truth." by Dr. B. P.
Marie. of Dawson Springs. and "The
Rational Treatment of Diseae."
Dr. W. G. Mussels lug, of Eddyvele.
were two intereeting papers read
This morning's seesein is taken up
almost entirely by Paducah doctors
The attendance at a.I sessions has
taxed the capecity of the eouuell
chamber.
AUTOGRAPH
President Vernon Blythe called this _
morning's session of the Southwest-
ern- Kentucky Medical association to sak-ett, is (inf.\ i,‘ hsicalis
order at 10 o'clock and five papers
out of the seven on the program were
not given. Dr. H. T. Rivers read ,a
paper on "Some Do's and, Don'ts in
Abdominal Surgery With Special Most Enjoyable Oren.t4.11 Wended
Reference to the noels." Dr. Della By Many Kaight• and Their
Caldwell's paper on "The Milk Quest- Ladies IA Paducah,
don" provoked hearty applause. She
io'd the convention that the State
Federation of Woman's clubs was
largely responsible for the Kentucky
pure food law recently passed, and
recommended that a state fund be in the Campbell but d'ng, and it was
created to remunerate those farmers a complete success. Addrt•se.es were
who were compelled to kill cows that made by the menibi is. and It is prob-i
did not stand the tubercular test. able that a lodge of Pythian Staters
Many mothers lose their first will be organized. Mr. Al E. YounAl
babies from an ignorance of the 1m- spoke on "Why Not Have Pythian
portance of pure. milk, according to Sisters in Paducah!" and his talk.
!Dr. E. G. Willingham. Dr. Della aroused much enthisiaem. Music was:
Caldwell thought that too great a an enjoyable feature of the session,
!price to pay for experience and ad- and the autograph intermission fur-,
!sliced the doctors If necessary to stay nished much amusement. Each per-'
DI" %S.
lip nights with the mothers when the
'babies are young to give the mothers
ti/e benefit of their hygienic hnowl4
edge.
The finatice committee made a re- Price secured SS and she was given,
, port that showed the association to the prise, a copy of "The Critlis."1
'be on the safe side of the ledger-.!-The hall was deeoLataal for the_.sele_!
'Historian }locker read eulogies on sion.
the members who have died within The opening acliiess was made by
the year and gave an account of the Mr. A. E. Stein, who_ presided over
association since Its. inception. The the session. After tbe singing of the
morning' *elision adjourned at 12 opening ode "The Story of Damoe
o'clock until this afternoon.- The and Pythias" was to:d by. It. I..
final session is being held. Palmer. The addrete; was accompa-
The Officem nied with slides on the stereepticon.,
Deciding that • Paducah was en- and was .a delight1,11 feature. Pre:
feed this rear to the presidency of ceding an address on "Pythianieni
the Southwestern Kentucky Medical by the Rev. J. R. Henry. Miss Kath-
association. a majority of the dele-lerine Pieper, at the piano. and
gates last night voted for Dr. Vernon' A. J. Ramberg with the alto horn.
Blythe against an out of-town nomi-IPlayed a duct. Dr Henry's address]
nee. With the releleotion of Dr. C. wee on the fraternal features of the!
E. Purcell as secretary and Dr. C. H. order and of its le•nefits. lie iliit-
Rrothpra as treasurer. Paducah nowitrated his points forcibly with stories. ,
has the three principal officers of the and It was full of practical lessons=
association. For vice-presidents Dr.1 Master LOUIS KWh, cornet; Mks
H. T. Crouch. of Bardwell. and Rob-f Chriatie Ko:b. viol's. and Miss Aetna'
ert Overby, of Birmingham, were nette Kolb. piano. teayed iteveral so-
elected, while Dr. R. T. Hocker, of lections during the evening. The last
Paducah lodge KTHghts of Pythias.'
gave a social lard irght at their hall
Ar'inetton. was re-elected historian.
interest in the meeting yesterday
culminated in the banquet given by
the McCracken County Medical asso-
ciation last night at the Palmer House
son present carried around a program
and secured as many autographs as
possible in a period of mintites.!
The race was close. but Miss Pieta'
address was given hy Mr., Al E.
Young.
The social session was in charge of
a committee appointed to give an en- r
tertainment for the mc•mbers and;
'lin honor of the visiting physiclans.ttheir families. The committee w
as
,The association adjourned from &as follows: A. E. Stein. chairman:
1:hort evening session at the city hall, J. H. Householder. I.. M. Brooks,'
in which a stereopticon lecture by William Guth. A. J. Bambere.
Dr. G. A. Hendon. of Louisville, on
"ApperutIcitis" was the feature, to —Engraved lavitailogs, cards, 
an.:
• the dining room at The Palmer. ainmeemeels„ emboaewel etateinery,
where the finest menu yet given by tee, give the best 
iintbatareit.•••--441••••
the McCracken society was served. sod quality—if you get it of The *En.
1
The Last:Days of Our
Final Spring Clean-Up Sale
Will be full of interest to bargain-wise ladies who at-
tend the•sale during the remainder "of this week.
Not only are the prices on all Cloth Suits mercilessly
slashed but other seasonable garments are feeling the
knife. Also Linen Skirts, Shirt Waists, Silk Petti-
coats—thousands of dollars worth of beautiful things
at greatly reduced prices.
$19.95 sAncgior.adtinaimirnal,i4eirii•tsf
thrl rt. Si !It!il: haLdCal t a nt $s4a4)leCtiflhiatit
lasts all week at our store. These Suits have been iironoanceil the best
for the money we have ever offered at any sale we have ever had, we want
to !tell them all and for this reason the price will only be ...  .. $19.95
514.95 rateis Ti the best 525.011(4 workmanship, mwa ith pate s riped Taffeta areffet; b a liningbly
25 of these Baits and until all of them are Fold during the sale that "olitin-
ues throughout the entire week they still go for —$14.95
There are only 11 of these Suits left and all the coming$7.95 week the price will not change as we want to clear our
stock of all spring clothes and have only summer things to sell. That's
-why they will be sold for  $7.95
The lot of $3 50 and ft 9S Linen Skirts are the be•t values we have ever
shown. These are tucked and trimmed with lace. The regular prices on
these Skirts are $5 and $6. These will be on sale all during sale this week.
lieduotions on all summer Skirts all week.
A lot of White India Linen Sicirtn van two fold., nook to] "f well, in env
size you may want will go on sale tomorrow
morning for 1.48
Thew are great ouminer Skirts and $2.50 would be the right price were .t
not for the sale that continues all this week.
A lot of Linen Skirts made with gores and bands in any size. ineteiling
  1 • 69
extra size for large ladies, will go on sale tomorrow
morning Tor 
This is one of the best tub summer Skirts we have and were the price two.*
as much ton would be getting them cheap. Sale all this week.
A lo' of 21 gored Linen Skirts 5'Y'r yards wide at the bottlim anal one 041,
1.98is easily washed, size small, medium or large, will go,during sale for
This Linen Skirt is one that ran be worn by a ny lady wearing the best
clothes a-d the linen in the Skirt is worth more than yon are paying fur
the entire Skirt made up. Sale on these Skirts all this week.
Special cut prices on Spring Jaekets, Silk Drente" and Lingerie Dr ems
and in hyt itt our stock will be recite ed for the sale that will run through












.Must Be Kept (p or Rural Routes
Will He Stopped.
May fled, May -C("1"
Road Supervisor T. C Pinson had
more mail on his desk this mortinz
than a Philadelphia lawyer eonl
handle without calling for he I,
nitre were 21 large and long imp-
lopes and they were from "I'm',
Sam's" department. too. The epleties
were from the fourth assistant post-
master genelal. eying Mr. Pinson
tic.*.ce that he had received earn-
paints of the bad condition of thc,i
roads of Graves county and that if ,
they were not kept in the proper con-,
dition the rural routes would have to,
be discontinued.
the official notice said that the
rural carriers over the routes had
reported the roads to be In bad eon-
' (Bean and in need of repairs. The
complaints almost embraced every
section. of the county, and as Mr.
Pinson said, they must have all writ-
ten at the some time. Among those,
were Farmington routes 1 and 2;
Cunningham route 1 Boas route 1.
asti all out of Hickory Grove and say-,
eral of the Mayfield routes,
--Mee ststkasetry or klaOsd
programs, assouaermeats. lavinetloas.
Woking cards, btssieras meas.. boalt-I




One Week, Beginning 18, May s NM • • Ile •
Special Engagement for Opening of the
PARK
• Largest Guarantee Ever Given a Com-
pany by the Park Theater Management
• SENSATIONAL
"RUTH GREY"






for Ladies 20c lot Everybody
Only Saturday
I  




Remember the Date—Monday, May 18th
A•Iti P.uth Grity.









BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
ufactu red Diti by
-.„.
Will not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
BRADL Paducah, Kentucky
'•4
